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Sugareant has baan aubjaoted to baaarda «f bath 
Inaaet paata and plant diaaaaaa ( l, .S»iO|15,59 )• 
Tha havoe that tha rad<-rot eauaad during tha lata thlrtlaa 
and fortlaa haa not been forgottan by tha farsiara* Tha falius 
of tha offiantarolalXy laoat Important varlaty Co 213 
«)gagad the attantl<m of augaroana gsrowara and aelantlata 
alike* Soaa P«O.J« atralna were Introduced, the breeding 
programe waa taken In t^md and a large mnber of new 
varletlea were aynthealaad and released to the growera which 
were realatant to red-rot ( 15 )• After this epldealo of 
red«>rot Co 312, a orosa 0Effo213 and Co 244, \raa i^laased 
In Uttar Bradeah* Subaeqa«stly, In Bihar B«0, 3, a eroaa ^^ ^^ ^ 
Oo 312 and Co 326, and highly resistant to red-rot, waa 
distributed to the faraera* lAifortunately, very little 
atteatlen was paid *o the Incorporation of eharaotara for 
breeding resistant varletlea agalnat other dlseasea. 
Stakaan ( 111 ) haa rightly pointed out that " Plant dlaeaaei 
az*0 shif^ ttcioiil98 •••••••••••*«•••••••«*••••••••*« 
lf«w vari«tie0 of erep plants may result in ehaages df 
dlseasd problsas **« Sugareaat aaut, oaussd bgr Ustila^e 
BfiMffftiiiBtl ^f^* ^> * &^^ exanpls of it* TtxLo diooaso bas 
loz^ baan known to txlat In different sugarcane growing 
areas of the vorld e«g«i «7ava (130), India ( 10 ), PMll^piz 
(13) , U.S.A. (13 ), Matal ( 79 ), Indo-ohina ( 79 ) 
and Argentine ( 79 ) , t}:iough econoaically it has b e ^ 
oc»isider@d to be a disease of minor importanea* Reeently 
it has be«i repox*ted that heavy losses have be«i caused Xxy 
the fungus ( U , ^ | 8 3 ) . Aeeordizig to Cross ( 26 ) the 
disease appeared in ** explosive fora ** making it neeessary 
to abadon " hundreds of miles of revs of sugarcanei 
oaualng a grave erisis for the farmers and a real fear for 
the future of sugar industry "• Similarly in Ratal sugarcane 
smut has beeoae a problem since 1947 ( 83 ) • In India 
R* s^itamine^ is co-existing with the culture of sugarcane 
and is regarded as moat destructive pathogen constituting 
one of the ma^or probl^&s of sugarcane cultivation* 
According to Chona C 13 ) during 1940-41, Co 312 shoved 
12 to 30 per cent smut infection |ji Faisabad* He stated 
that in Barabanki diatriet, a field of Co 312 shoved 
about 35 to 40 per cent smut incidence* Joshi ( 66 ) 
reporttd 5 to 60 per cent infection at different places in 
Ottar Pradesh j Parthasarthy ( 91 ) observed 70 per cent 
infection at Madras • Similarly, heavy losses have been 
reported in other parts of Uttar Pradesh ( 5 )• A survey 
made by the author ( see table 1 ) regarding the disease 
situation in Aligarh and Bulandshahr districts revealed tha 
in certain areas the losses were very great ( 50 to 70 per 
cent }| while in other areas the damage was not so great* 
Obviously the question arises as to why the same variety 
was damaged in one field moA not in the other* Similar 
observations have been made by Hafay ( 96 )• According 
to him Co 419 has been reported to be highly susceptible in 
Andhara but tolerant in lAicknow* This situation may be 
due to some extent to an increased awareness of the problem 
and cultivation of sugarcane on extensive scale and finally 
to the ex&stenoe of several pl^siologic races of the fungus 
Stakman ( 116 } has pointed out that " there is evidence 
that there sme physiologic races of sugarcane smut fungus 
and that factovs for resistance to the disease occur in 
various cultivated csnes " * Vizioli ( 128 ) has put 
forward evidence regarding the existence of physiologic 
races of this smut in Brazil* Similarly Hirschhom ( 53 ) 
gave evidence that there exists physiologic races* 
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Tablt 1* l^evalenee of Oatilago ecltaajn— S^<i, in 
Allgarh and ^iXandshalo' dlatrlets. 
Locality Variety of augapcane 
affected 
Diaease « 
rating 
Diatrict ; Aligarh 
Jalali lAikQOim 
Nanau Co 321 
Kalai Co 245 
Harduaganj Co 321 
Diatrict s B^landabahr 
Balipura 
Uirzapur 
Dapyapur 
Nayagaon 
Kanalpur 
Akbarpur 
GKilaothi 
Dhatoori 
Kazpur 
laalia 
Kalwah 
Dolilee 
Jftaraan 
Ktttabpur 
Thatarpur 
Jbajhan 
Jewar 
tJnk&owm 
M 
M 
M 
N 
N 
M 
N 
W 
N 
M 
N 
M 
n 
N 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 « 0 to 20 per cent infection 
2 « 21 to 40 per cent infection 
3 » 41 to 60 per cent infection 
4 « 61 to 80 per o«it infection 
5 « above 80 per cent infection 
Bao and Frakasam ( 99 ) doubt the exlstimea of physiologic 
races In IJ. adtanlnoa in Andhra. 
Xn a recent publication, Rafay and Agrawal 
( 98 } have reported tt:» existence of pbyslologlo races* 
According to them ** the germination study of smut, spores 
clearly indicates the differences in virulences of spores 
collected from different Infected varieties and differences 
were in turn manifested by spores taken from different parti 
of a whip i.e., tip, middle and base. The higher percentage 
of germination in some forms might be due to their being 
highly virulent forma "• 
In view of the absence of dear cut evidence 
ef the phenomenon of pbysiologlc specialisation in this 
fungus, it becomes all the more necessary to study this 
phenomenon by methods other than pathogenicity* 
Fischer and Bolton ( 41 ) have pointed out that in 
the absence of evidence regarding pl:^ slo).oglc specializatioi 
on the basis or pathogenicity, certaiBi other 
criteria could be used to differentiate the races viz., 
host symptoms, partial smutting, spore colour, 
odour of spores , nuclear behavlouB , l«i||th of promyoelius 
and rate of germination. Lowther ( 78 ) has been able 
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to differentiate races in regard to op'tlMam tenperature 
for geiid.nation, rate of germination and constituents 
of media» 
The taxonoxB^i morphology, lif••history, 
etiology and control of the fungus have been studied 
both in India end abroad ( 20»39,79y84|87,118 }. 
Te^ts on spore germination are of preliminary nature 
( 79 ) • Also there does not exist uniformity regarding 
the technique for inoculation of sugarcane setts as is 
apparent from the following } the sugarcane setts are 
exposed to inoculum for 30 minutes in Cois^atore as well 
as at Indian Agricultural Kesearch Institute, New Delhi, 
two hours in Uttar I^adesh and 24 hours in Bihar ( 4,5 ). 
In the Punjab the sugarcane buds are brushed with chlamydos] 
dust* Similarly very little is known regarding the 
Tlability of the ehlamydosporea. 
There are also conflicting reports regarding 
the flushes during the griwing season of the cane. 
Usually there are three flushes, the fi»st one during the 
months of liay and June, the second October and November 
and the third in February and March ( 13 ). Iflader 
I>elhi and Kamal conditions only May and June flushes 
are found to be ma;}or one but in Bihar the greatest number 
of smut oases are obsmrved during Ootobra:' and November (13 ] 
and not in May and June. 
It is evident f2*om the foregoing that inepite 
of a number of valuable papers, some pbases of the 
life-history of Ustl^lage scitaainea have not been 
thoroughly brought out. Very little is known about the 
effect of different factors on the germination of the 
ehlaiyioapores. Virtually nothing is known regarding 
the physiologic specialisation of this fungus* Besides 
using collections from Aligarh and its adjoining districts, 
collections from Punjab, Bengal, Bihar, Poona, Coimbatore 
and Cuddalore ( Madras } were also used. Attempts were 
made to study the following! 
(i) Iffact of temperature on spore germination 
(ii) Sffect of relative humidity on spore 
germinaticm ; 
(iii) Bffect of carbon sources cm spore germinati 
(iv) Effect of l^drogen-ion concentrations on 
spore germination I 
(v) Bffect of temperature on viability of the 
chlamydospores| 
(vi) Effect of relative humidity ©ft viability 
of the chlamydospores; 
(vii) Effect of sun-light to the viability of the 
chlamydospores} 
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(vlli) Effect of soil temperature on the 
development of the disease in controlled teaperature tanks; 
ds) Effect of soil teoiperature on the 
development of the disease in field; 
(z) Effect of varying periods of exposure 
of sugarcane setts to inoculum at different temperatures; 
(xl) Effect of varying periods of exposure 
of sugarcane setts to inoculum at dltfvrQnt relative humidl 
(xii) Varietal reaction against the disease 
under Aligarh ccmditions ; 
(xiii) Effect of various solid media on the 
growth of monosporidial lines; 
(xiv) the production of Indole, liquefaction ol 
gelatin and alkali production by the monosporidial Itoes, e 
(xv) the effect of different carbon sources 
&a the growth of the monosporidial lines. 
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Symptoms and llfe-falstory 
The disease makes its appearance l^ the 
produoticaa or a long whip-like blaek shoot at the apex* 
In the early stages the whip is coyered Xsy a silvery 
white m®Bihrane which soon ruptures and falls off, 
es;posing dense black powdery chlaiydospores* In some 
oases, the main shoot remains healthy and the lateral 
shoots bear the whips. This may be due to localised 
infection* Infected plants show excessive tillering and the 
plants become thin with tall spindly canes* In ^treme 
cases of infection and particularly in ratooned stumps, 
the tillering and whip formation are so profuse that the 
dumps assume a bustiy habit* Occasionally sui^rcane 
leaves also show infection in the form of slightly 
corrugated surface covered by a silvery white membrane* 
The lesions appear as red spots similar to some very 
common leaf spots ( Fig. 1 )• 
Modifications of leaves and stems under very 
extreme conditions have also been reported ( 106 ). 
The size of the intemodes of the affected canes is 
greately reduced, depending upon the nature of the crop 
and the time of the production of the whip. Stem produces 
F i g . 1 A* Photograph of vususiial i n fec t ion of l ea f by sugarcane 
isaaut* 
B. Photograph A magnified. 
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canker at the base of the Intemodes ( 13 ). In 
leaT, the lamina and the sheath show varying reduction In 
size. 
The disease perpetuates either by sowing 
setts taken from smutted shoots of cones or by the 
viable spores adhering to the setts. The plants developed 
from these setts produce smut whips early in the season 
i.e*, May and June. The spores are disseminated by the 
wind and fall on the groxand or on the yoiing jf)l§nts. 
During September and October there is a 
second flush of the whips. 0?he spores are blown by the 
wind and become deposited on buds. Sufficient amount of 
smut-spore deposition has been observed on the leaves and 
receptacles of leaf-sheaths covering the buds. The moisture 
present below the receptacle even during the dry weather 
is sufficient for the spores to germinate. The spores 
germinate and infect the young buds. The iqycelitim remains 
dormant inside the buds and when sown in the next season 
produce smutted plants. If these buds germinate into 
lateral shoots during the same season v/hips have been 
found to come out from them. 
Again late in the season i.e., February and Marc 
there ts third flush of the smut whips. 
• APPEARANCE OF WHIPS 
DCANES WITHOUTWHIPS 
^:^ SOWING PERIOD 
^mm^NS^:-^^. 
F i g . 1 DigraiBaiatic represen ta t ion of the l i f e - h i s t o r y of 
BUgarcajie amxt, caused by TJst i laj^ scitaminea Syd. 
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Materials and Methods 
The chlaoydospore material, used in these 
studies, was oollected from different sugarcane growing 
states of the country, viz*, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Bengal, 
l\m;}ab, Bomhay and Madras* Locally it was oollected 
from sugarcane varieties growing in the experimental plots< 
The whips were kept in cellophane bags and stored in 
refrigerators running at 5®C» Since the material was 
received from distant places and had to pass through 
varying environmental conditions during transit, therefore, 
to insure local supply of whips, Co 313, a highly 
susceptible variety was inoculated from each of these 
collections* 
Studies on snore igermlnation 
Two per cent water-agar axid synthetic medium * 
have heen seperately used in these studies* Incubation 
chamber was made in the standard manner ( 102) by providing 
* Potassium dl->hydrogen phosphate 0*2g; Magnesium 
sulphate 0,2g} Asparaglne 0*2g and glucose 2Qg* 
in one litre of distilled water* 
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moistened eotton pad In the top of the petn-diah. A 
clean slide was placed inside it on glass supports* The 
whole assembly was sterilised in an autoclave* Chlamydospo: 
of sugarcane smut were transferred to the slides in two 
ways* Either the spores were uniformly dusted over a small 
piece of paper which was later inverted over the slide 
containing thin layer of agar, or a heavy suspension was 
prepared in sterilised water* From this heavy spore 
suspension, spore material was transferred by means of 
pipette* The slides were taken out of the incubation 
chamber for microscopic examination* The intervals for 
which the slides were kept in the incubation chambOT* 
depended upo^ the nature of the tests* The number of the 
ehlai^dospores which germinated and those which did not 
germinate were counted in a microstppie field* Three 
such countings were made from the fields taken at-random* 
The total nuj^ iber of spores counted, in each treatment , 
ranged from 400 to 600. 
The data were analysed for its signifioanoe 
according to the method followed by Fisher ( 42 ), 
Ca) Effect of temperature on spore germinat^o|i 
Slides were seeded with the chlamydospores 
of different collections and placed in the incubation 
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chamber* These were then transferred to temperatore 
cahlneta running at 10°, 16**,20^,25®,30°,36®,40® and 45®C, 
Observations were taken after every two hours. 
(b) EfTect of relative humidity on spore gewaination 
Ths teAts were made in Aminco-^re« The 
apparatus consists of a test chamber of app:*oximately ft cub: 
feet. Below this chamber is a compartment which contains thi 
refrigeration unit and water pump. The upper chamber is the 
spray chamber which also contains basic controlling 
equipment. Air from the test chamber passes tlspough an 
air-tight duct to the conditioner and is conditioned to the 
desired humidity and temperature. The air is driven bacdc to 
the test chamber through another duct. This process is 
continuous so that properly conditioned air is circulated 
constantly through the test chamber, thus assuring uniform 
humidity and temperature. The air entering tl^ conditioner 
from the test chamber is thaioughly sprayed with fine mist 
of water, the temperature of nMch is controlled by 
sensitive recording controller. Hence the air is maintained 
at the desirerd dew point and temperature by proper 
regulation of the water temperature and is maintained with 
an accuracy of • i®F. The sensitiveness of the apparatus 
lies t ^ P®^ cent relative humidity. The dry and wet 
bulb thermometer was kept as a check. 
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Tests were made on sterilised slides with 
thin layer of agar* Chlamydospores were unifornly 
distributed on slides and their position was marked. 
Oerraination tests were also made on square cellophane 
as described by Bonner ( i| )• The one centioetre square 
pieces of cellophane were kept dipped in aqueous solution 
of ft per cent malt-extraet for 10 minutes* These pieces 
were dried at room temperature* Both slides and pieces 
were transferred to the test chamber maintained at 15®,25®, 
30** and 40°C , At each of these temperatures the effect of 
90,94,98 and" 10Q>]^er6^t relative humidity was determined* 
(c) Eiffect of different carbon sources im spore germLnation 
In the synthetic medium, de^ jcribed on page 13, 
arabinose, xylose, glucose, fructose, mannose, rhamnose, 
galactose, sorbose, sucrose, raffinose and mannitol were 
substituti^ in place of glucose, but aain|»inlng equivalent 
amount of carbon in all the sugars and sugar alcohol used. 
(d) Effect of hvdroigga^ion concentratlcai on spore germinatic 
The synthetic medium was adjusted at different 
pH values ranging from pH 1 to 11 by Beckraan pH meter* 
The slides containing the spores were incubated at 30®C. 
The observations were made and recorded after every tw» 
hours* 
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•^J Effect of temperatupg en Tlablllty of the sporaa 
ChlaBQrdospores were placed in small Tiala 
which were stoppered and stored in the incubators running 
at 0°,10?26°,30**,36® and 40°C separately. The chlanydospore 
were tested for riability every fortnight and later twice 
a we^* 
(f) Effect of relative humidity on viability of the spores 
Relative humidity was maintained by using 
salts ( 102 )• fielative humidity chambers were made in the 
manner described by Spencer ( 110 ) and subsequently 
improved upon by Cleyton ( 19 }. Saturated solutions of eac: 
of the salts for maintaining the different relative humidit: 
were prepared in thaioughly cleaned and dried bottles* In 
each Jar an excess solid phase was kept* The different 
salts used are given in table below: 
Salts used for greparation of super*^aturated 
solutions at 20 C /a 
Salts used Concentration Theoritioal 
of solution relative humidity 
^^^0g)2 Super-saturated 98.0 
Na2HP0^.12H20 " 95.0 
^ 2 ^ 4 " 93.0 
HH^ ca. and KNOg " 70*0 
NaHSO^.HgO " 60.0 
KCgHgOg m 20.0 
CaClgC dehydrated ) 0*0 
^ Redistilled water was used for maintaining 100 per cent 
R.H. 
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Freshly eollected ehlaosrdospores were transferred to the 
staixiiag blocks which were partially o iimeraed in soltttioz 
The humidity chembera were transferred to the cabinet 
ruoning at 20^C» The chlaisBydoaporea were tested for their 
viability once a week but later twice a week. The jars 
were gently agitated erery now and then in order to 
ffliniffiise fluctuations of relative humidity inside the 
chamber* 
(g) l^ec^ of exposure to sunlight on viability 
The ehlamydospores were placed on a piece 
of white paper in petri-dislis^ and after they laid been 
uniformly distributed, were exposed to direct sunlight (58) 
Some of the dishes were covered with white cellophane 
and controls were covered with black paper. The 
petri-dishes containing the dry spores were exposed 
continuously out-doors. A bit of each of the sample was 
taken with sterile needle and placed in a drop of water 
on clean slides. The temperature changes, if any, were 
recorded. 
(h) Effect of stiaolants on germination 
The following concentrations of benzaldehyde, 
butyric acid and acetone were prepared and the effect of 
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each was detarminedt 
Benzaldehi^de : 3s 10 000, 3: 200 000, 3t 20 00 000, and 
3 s 200 00 000. 
Butyric acid and acetone: 1: 10 000, Is 100 000, 1: 10 00 > 
Ij 100 00 000 and It 100 000 000. 
Varieties of sugarcane 
The sugarcane varieties tested Tor varietal 
resistance were obtained from the Sugarcane Research 
Stations of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and the Pun;Jab. Out of the 
eighteen varieties thus secured, Co 851, Co 470, Co 312, 
Co 313 and Cos 514 were from the Sugarcane Research Station 
Shahjahanpur ( U.P. ) , Co 517, Co 846, Co 617 
were from Jullundu9 ( Punjab }, B.C. 14, B.O. 17 and B.C. 21 
from Pusa (Bihar ), Co 453 and Cos 245 f^om the Muslim 
University Agriculture Farm, Aligarh (U.P.) and Co 321 from 
the Government Agricultural Farm, Kalai (Aligarh, U.P.). 
In other studies, unless stated otherwise, the most 
susceptible variety Co 313 was employed. 
Preparation of field and pots 
Experiments were made in randomised block 
designs with a minimum of two replicates and 50 setts 
in each "treatment, except where otherwise stated. 
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Th© fertilisers were added at the rate of 125 lbs, «f 
nitrogen per acre. Out of this quantity 65 lbs. of 
nitrogen was supplied in the form of castor cake at the 
time of ploughing and the rest in the form of sulphate 
of aimionia* 
In glass-house studies a •* Soil Stock " vras 
prepared by mixing thoroughly one part of compost manure 
and two parts of ordinary soil and the pots were filled 
in with the soil thus prepared. 
Inoculation 
Wherever possible, the inoculum was used from ( 
single variety. In the studies on varietal resistanve the 
smut whips were collected locally. A spore suspensi<m 
was prepared by mixing 2 g. of the smut powder in 6 litres 
of sterilised water. The surface of the setts, oon8]||||||||||||^ ^^  
of three buds each, was sterilised with li 1000 mercuric 
chloride and washed in sterilised water. Thqir were kept 
immersed in the spore suspension for 24 hours unless 
otherwise stated. After the expiry of this period the 
setts were planted eithw in the field or in the pots. 
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Effect ot «3ll t^iperature en the development of eatit 
The studies on the effect of different soil 
temperatures were made both in the controlled tcsmperature 
taiiks as well as in the field • The temperature tanks 
were running at 15®,20**,25®,30® and 35®C and the air 
temperature of the glass-house was maintained at 25®C« 
The temperature was recorded twice a day* The temperature 
of the tank running at 16®C fluctuated between 15® to 17®C 
while the tank running at 35®C from 36® to 39®C, However, 
in the remaining tanks the fluctuation of temperature 
was • 1®C. The pots filled with " Stock Soil *• were placed 
in the cans made &t steel. T^e space between the pots and t 
cans was filled with sand to provide insulation* These 
cans were then transferred to the tanks* 
Two to three inch setts of Co 313 were 
cut each carrying a bud intact. In each pot five of these 
setts were sown and thus each treatment was replicated fitre 
times, thereby providing 25 plants for each treJitmraat. The 
pots were kept In the temperature tanks untill the 
developmeaait of the whips* 
Some of the inoculated pots, which were kept 
in different temperature tanks, were removed at different 
intervals and transferred to a separate glass-house. 
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where the temperature was not thermostatioally controlled. 
The temperature of the said ^ ^ass-house, hoircirer, v^ts^s 
recorded by means of a thermograph* 
In the field studies, besides Co 313, Cos 245, 
Co 470, Co 851, Co 846 A Cos 514 were also used. The 
studies were made in a randomised block with dates of 
plantings in the main plots anfl varieties in sub-plots. 
First planting was made on 15th September, 1956, the 
second on 2l8t Ho7ember,56 and subsequent lAantings 
were made on 2l8t of evexy month till Mar«li 1957. The 
temperature fluctuation records were obtained from the 
Central Met^ological Department, CoYemment of India. 
Effect of relative humidity and temperature on infection 
The studies were made in the field. The 
setts after inoculation were incubated in the Aminco-aire 
at 100,98,94 and 90 per cent relative humidities at 
46^ *0 for 4,8,12 and 24 hours. Similarly the effect 
of varying periods of incubation at each of the above 
relative humidities was determined at 20^,25^,80^ and 
35^0. After the incubation the setts were sown in the 
fietd. The field design was a split plot arrangement 
with periods in the main plots and different combinations 
of temperatures and relative humidities in sub-plots. 
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After the symptoms had appeared the xmmber 
of Infected clumps and the total number of clumps were 
counted and the percentage infection was calculated 
therefrom. 
The data were analysed •tatlstically for 
its significance and analysis of variance, The method 
developed fay Snedeeor ( 108 ) has been used for the 
treatment of the data obtained in these studies. 
Isolation of spoildia 
Chlas^dospores from different collections 
were germinated on potato-dextrose agar smears on round 
eoverglass inverted over Van^iTiegham cell contained in 
a petri-dish, having moist filter papers both in the 
bottom and inner aide of the lid of the plate Inorder 
to insure good germination. From the classical four-celled 
promyceliu^ sporidla were isolated by means of modified 
type of micromanipulator as described by Hanna ( 49 ) 
and Dickinson ( 30 ) and ware transferred to the agar 
plates. These monosporidial cultures have been named 
in these studies on the bad s of the locality from which 
the collection of the chlamydospores was made and the 
position of the sporidla in the promyeeliuqn For exam|d.e^  
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PtinJ* A 1 meent that the ehlsnydospore was obtained frooi 
the Punjab collQOtion end the position of the sporitfltiB 
was apieal , on the other hand, Flan J • A 4 imSieated that 
thia collection of the chlaisydospore was froa the sane 
f loca l i ty but the position of the sporidium was apical* 
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Expeidmicital Results 
Effect of temperature on spore germination 
The relation of temperature to germination 
of spores of a large number of parasitic fungi and its 
bearing on infection has be«i determined t^ Hecke C 50 ), 
Jones ( 62 ), Griffths ( 47 ), Noble (89), Walker and 
Wellman ( 132 ), Crozier ( 27 } and ethers ( 61, 135 )• 
Doran ( 32 ) and Wolf and Wolf ( 136 ) have given the 
cardinal temperatures of several fungi. According to 
Woolman and Bomphrey ( 137 ), Pc'evost published the 
first recorded o'^ servation wa. the effect of temperature <m 
spore germination in TiHetia and found tliat spores 
germinated in water at 17° -18°C and the rate of germinatioc 
decreased with the fall of temparature. Herzberg ( 51 ) 
reported that the minimum, optimum and maximum temperatures 
^or ^ stilago avenae(Per3«) Jens, were betwe^i 6® and 11**C } 
22° and 30°C j and 30° and 36°C respectively. Heuser ( 52 ) 
found that the minimum and optimum temperatures for 
germination of wheat bunt spores were 5° and l8-18°C 
respectively. Jones ( 61 ) , while studying the effect 
tff several factors on the germination off spores of 
Ustilago avenat found that chlamydospores germinated 
between 4 and the optimum temperature being 
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between 15® and 28®C, 
Jones ( 62 ) also studied the effect of 
toaperature on the germination of chlaaiydispores of 
t^ atilago ^ea (Beck,> Unger«, and found that the aiaioua, 
aaxlmum and optimum temperatures for germination were 
8®-36° and 26**-35®C respectively, Davis ( 28 ) reported 
that the optimum temperature for germination of ehla&aydospo: 
of UstiJ.agQ striiformis Westd., was 22®C, the Biinimum and 
maximum being 7® and 35®C respectively. Noble ( 89 ) 
stated that the optimum t^aperature for spore germination 
0^ Urocystia tritici Kcke. was between 18® and 24®C. 
Walker and Wellman ( 132 ) observed that ehlamydospores 
of jl» eepulae SVost. germinated between 9® and 22®C, the 
optimum being betwewi 13° and 22®C* During cytological 
studies on U* occuijLta Wallr. Rab«, Stalcoaan, Cassell and 
Moore ( 114 ) carried out germination tests at temperatures 
ranging from 9,5® to 28®C and found that the optimum 
temperature for germination was somewhere in the vicinity 
Of 24®C. These findings were later confirmed by Idng ( 77 ) 
I^wther ( 78 ) recently reported that some 
races of Tilletia caries (DC.) Tul., and %, foetida 
(Wallr.) Liro., were fast germinators while ethers were 
not and no (me temperature was found to be the 
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optiotia t&r all tim raee6» ConTerseljr, the rate ef 
gexmliiation for all the raeea was ndt th« aaaa at any ona 
t«mparatur«« 
Lathra, at «!• ( 79 ) obaarvad that the 
chlamydospores <if Wr^ ii^ ^^ ff'ff-firA^ i'llffi Syd, gamiiiatad 
at a wide ranga of teaperatiires ( 5^ to 40^C ) and tha 
optlBua halng at 30°C« Theaa irarkara djUl not uaa eolleetiOB 
trem dl£ftrant plaeaa^ nor did t h ^ atudy the rate of 
garadnatlon* Haneai It was eonsldered dasirabla to stu^ 
tha effect of temperature on the rate of garodnatiMi of 
ehlsoaydoapores of l^ * ffg|^i^,|f^»y« eoUected not only froa 
Aligarh t»it also from otimr distant localities* 
It is evident f^om table 2 and figure 3 
that there is no garmination of ohLamydospores at all at 
iO^ and 45^C in sny one of these coUeotiona barring 
a little gei^sination in Bihar and Punjab collections at 
iO^C* Likewise there is poor germination in Coi]abatora> 
Baogal, Poona and Cuddalore collections at 15^C« 
However I the percentage of germination in Aligarh, Punjab, 
and Mhar collections is 50v36 and 2C reopectlvtfLy at 
the above ter.p^reture* At ^ ^ C the percentage germination 
in all the collections is higher than that at 10** and 
i8»0, th. maximum being ttot «f Aligarh, Rmjab m d m h w 
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Tabltt £• Results Indicating the effect of temperature on 
percentage germination of chXasiydospores of seven coXlecti 
of UatilajgQ acitaainea Syd. 
Collections 
Aligarh 
Punjab 
Bihar 
Bengal 
Poona 
Coimbatore 
Cuddalore 
lO 
0 
Tr 
Tr 
0 
0 
0 
0 
MinimM 
significant — 
difference at 
1% level 
15 
50 
36 
26 
5 
17 
4 
9 
21,4 
Temperatures ( 
20 
69 
59 
58 
41 
35 
39 
31 
10,8 
25 
92 
89 
89 
56 
58 
50 
40 
21.2 
30 
98 
87 
85 
71 
60 
55 
56 
11.6 
degrees 
35 
65 
68 
45 
16 
17 
25 
11 
27.7 
40 
22 
18 
15 
0 
3 
5 
5 
7. 
C 
31 
) 
45 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
— 
Tr * Trace i germination below 1 per cent. 
O O ALI6ARH 
* X PUNJAB 
O O BIHAR 
A A BENGAL 
O O POONA 
^ A COIMBATORE 
X X CUODALORE 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
TEMPERATURE (o^) 
A eommxtmoBt of the mtt^et ef Ummxm^saem •» ®ifal»itloii 
#f ^iajayrtaii#trfi« of ettgeren^ &.!»&tf (A) obtained directly 
tvtm AXl4pxii» fim^ilip BUtaVy llWMsul, PO(m&t CoiiAfttoro oaA 
gwiiil03?»| (JB> obt&ia«d by jnocttlatlag Qe !$i:$ Xoe&ll/ bjr ^ 
tlio «%o¥» oo3a.octi«3ie« 
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Optinm germination of all the eolleetlona la ebafrred 
at 25® and 30®C t at 30®C Aligarh being 98, Punjab 87, 
Bihar 85, Bengal 71, Poona 60, Coimbatore 55 and Cnddalori 
56 par cent. But at 35*^ C the pereentage gerninatioa 
declines and a further decline Is observed at 40*^0• 
There ie no genaination at all at 45®C« It is, therefore, 
evident from what has been detailed above that the 
collections differ from one saiother in so far as the 
percwitage germination is concerned. At 15®C it is 
50,35 and 26 per cent for Aligarh, Punjab and Bihar 
respectively j whereas for Bengal, Poena, Coimbatora and 
Cuddalore it Is 3,17,4 and 9 per cent respectively, 
similarly at optimum teap«-atur. { afiOc ) th. 
percentage of germination in Aligarh, Punjab, Bihat, 
Boagal, Poona, Coimbatore and Cuddalore is 92,89,89,56,58, 
50 and 40 respectively. The differences betweoi the 
percentage of germinatimi of different collections are 
more marked at temperatures other than the optimum. The 
minimum significant differences between the means 
of percentage germination in different collections show 
that they merit consideration. This faet becomes all 
the more clear when we take the rate of germination into— 
0<m6id«ration. 
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The tablo 3 shows the effect &f temperaturt 
on genainati^m of ehlaiaydoapores locally obtained bgr 
iaocuIatlOig Co 313 with the chlemydosporea used la the 
above test* It is clear from tables 2 and 3 that there 
is no appreciable difference in the percentage gex^natic^i 
of the chlaEordospores obtained from differ^it States 
an'3 those obtained locally. 
Rate of geiroination : Temperature not only 
affects the percentage germination but alao the IB te 
of germination.At 15®C Allgarh collection requires 6 
hours while that of the Punjab requires 8 hours for 30 per 
cent germination ( Table 1, Appendix A ), The percentage 
genaination is below 30 in Bihar, Bengal> Poena, 
Coimbatore and Cuddalore collections even after 12 hours* 
At 20®C, Bihar requires less time for 50 per cent 
gerninaticm than is required by that of the Punjab* At 25**C 
and 30°C, the Aligarh, Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Poona 
require 6 to 8 hours for 50 per ciait germination* Aligarh 
and Punjab remain fast germinators at 35°C requiring 8 
hours for 60 per cent germination. The percentage of 
germination is below 50 even after 12 hours in other 
collections ( Fig* 4 )• Aligarh and Punjab are fast 
genainators wbile Coimbatore and Cuddalore are slow* 
Although the optimum temper§ture for all the collections 
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fable 3« Effect of different temperatures en the germlneti 
of ehlaoiydoepores of seyen collections of gstilago pteJtaai 
Syd, ChlanQrdospores were obtained from vbips developed 
en So 313 after it has been inoculated with collections fi 
different localities. 
Collection|Q 
Aligarh 0 
Punjab 0 
Bihar 0 
Bengal 0 
Poona 0 
CoimbatoreO 
Cuddalore 0 
Hinifflum 
significant 
difference at 
1% level 
15 
47 
41 
30 
10 
26 
9 
16 
9.9 
Temperatures 
20 
65 
61 
65 
45 
39 
45 
41 
11. 
25 
81 
78 
79 
61 
61 
56 
41 
.2 8.64 
30 
89 
79 
79 
75 
65 
60 
59 
10. 
( degrees C 
35 
68 
75 
51 
21 
19 
31 
15 
.8 10.6 
40 
26 
31 
22 
Tr 
8 
9 
Tr 
10.5 
) 
45 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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ranges between 25®C and 30®C, yet they differ In the p«*e 
Qt germinatiim* 
Raf ay and Agrawal ( 98 ) have i»ecently 
indicated that the spores from different infected varieties 
show differences in vlriilence. These authors graded the 
spore types cm the basis of percentage of germination at 
the opttanm temperature ( 27'*C ) into three categories } 
those showing germination above 60 per c«nt| those showing 
between 45 and 60^ and those showing genaination below 45 
per cent. Present studies also show that collections from 
different localities differ in the germination percentage 
as well as in the rate of germination at different 
temperatures* %ese findings are in agreem«it with those 
of Lowther ( 78 ) who has shown that different races 
o^ Tilletia caries and T. foetida differ in their rates 
of germination. 
8S 
Effect &£ relative humidity on apore garajnatlon 
It seems Impossible to eoneelYe of life 
without water as in its absence most of the chemical 
reactions in a living organism comes to a stand still* 
Imbibition of water by germinating spores appears to be a 
vital phenomenon, since swelling results In living spores 
and not In non-living spores ( 45 ) . Water of the medium 
is present in free state or in bound state. The water in 
the free state la available to the germinating spores whll 
water in the bound state is not available ( 44 )• 
Fungi vary great^ l3f: in their water requiremen 
Lilly and Bamett ( 76 ) have classified fungi into three 
categories according to the ability to utilise water at th 
time of germination : (1) spores able to germinate only 
when they are in direct contact with liquid water; 
(2) spores capable of genaination in an atmosphere of high 
humidity, usually 96 per cent or above| (3) spores 
capable of germinating under extreme conditions of low 
humidity. Doran ( 32 ) and GoUelb ( 45 ) have reviewed 
the literature pertaining to water requirements for 
germination of the spores. Boran ( 32 ) observed 
that spores of Sclerotinia ftnictigena. Peronesoora tjygmea , 
|^p.ostic^ ,^tlyy!^^l4, Cyllndrodadium seopayluy and 
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uredoepores of Ptieelnia ^or<mat» germinate oaly wimn In 
direet coataet with water* He also found that aeeioapores 
0^ 9smms3sssme^m ^^nvn and eonidia of A^tfrmrti 
aolanl gensLnate in noiat air* Yarvood < 139 )' on tbe othe 
hand, reported that at favourabXe temperature, ccmldia tf 
^raroiP^ polyjgoni from red-dovar geminate at relative 
Ismiditiea frcm 0 to 100 per Q&aXt 
Chowdhury ( 16 ) determined the effect of 
relative hunddit^ <m some Indian Fungi* He reported that 
ainiaua relative htuaidity at w||ioh genaination takes 
plaee i s 90 per eent with spores of Aerotheciuai pen^esiti 
A r^^ T^OIffli IOIi2liS£i 9li4^P9?1rffil P^rPmm t 91 per eent 
with H<||ff|,t^ ^^^pfirti^ m r^^ B f^fttftfffi t 93.9 per eent with 
spores of ^0<^pp?riiff misssmmimm «^ ^vUn\t<i%% 
fa.lanuB and 95 per cent with spores of ^•^}} "15*11*^11?^ 
Itaipkins ( 124 } o<meluded that the spores of 
AJ^temarif s&JSSk garsdnate at 90*9 to 100 per cent 
relative humidity* He further eoncluded that the influenee 
of the nature of the substrate had no effect ongerainatioi 
ainee the averaga length of germ tube off spores on quarts, 
^Bss, csniEda balsem, dammar or shellac did not show any 
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appreciable difference* Clayton ( 19 } studied the effect 
of relative humidities on the germination of tl^j^T^B 
of Sclerotinia fructicola. Yenturia inaeoualia. uredospor 
of several cereal rusts and loose and covered smuts of 
barley. The technique he employed for maintaining the 
relative humidities was more reliable. He reported that 
both aacospores and conidia of Venturia inaeoualia 
could germinate on dry glass at 99 to 100 per cent 
relative humidities. Similarly he demostrated that 
chlamydospores of Ustilago hordei and U. nuda could 
also germinate between 95 and 100 per cent relative 
humidity. 
It is clear, from the above review of litera-
that very littfei is known regarding the effect of relative 
humidity on the germination of spores in smut fungi. 
Attempts have, therefore, been made to determine the 
effect of relative humidity on the germination of the 
chlamydospores of Ustilago scitaminea. 
FrwBtt the results given in table 4 and 
figures 5 and 6, it is dear that the gennination of the 
chlamydospores of Ustilago scitaminea of all the eolJeeti< 
is quite high at 100 per emit relative humidity both at 
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25® and 30®C« At 30®C th® percentage genaliiatioxi of 
Aligarh, Punjab and Pooaa la 88|80 and IKI f whila tliat of 
Bangali Mhari CStaddalora and Coiiabatore la 6 9 * ^ 1 ^ andi 
62 zmapactlTQl^sr* Ttde percentage germinatiffii eorreeponda 
favoiirably with the amoiint of germination obtained In 
axperimanta nade in water for routine purpoaea ( Figs S»6} 
At IS^C and 40^0 and in saturated atmoaphere ( 100 per ees 
relative huoaidity ) the go^dnation la poor and rangea 
betwe«n 5 and 21 and trace to 25 per cent reapecti^rely. 
The germination la alao poor at 98 per eent 
relative husddlty at optinum range of temperaturea 
( 25*'-30**C )» The percentage garaination at 30^0 of Aligar 
Punjab and Boona la 55, 25 and SI { whereaa in Bengal» 
Bihar, Coiobatore and Cuddalore eollectioiia it is below 
17* Similarly at 40^0 and the aame relative humidity the 
percentage germination ia quite poor and it variea fr<» 
0 to 6 s but at 15^0 there ia no germinaticni at all in aiiy 
of the eollectiona* 
At 94 per cent relative humidity the 
germination ia poor both at 25° and 50°C» It rangea from 
0 to 15 per eent at 25°C and 2 to 25 per eent at 30^0• 
At 15®G and 40®C there ia no gexudnaticm in any of the 
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collections at ttiLa relative husiidity* 
At 90 par cont relative humidity there is no 
g«r«Lnation at all in ai^ of the collections tested at al3 
the temperatures tried in the present study. 
It is obvious that the germination is highesi 
at 100 per cent relative himidity at all the temperatures 
tried, tne germination is poor at relative humidities bel< 
100 per cent lit i5® and 40®C as compared to optimum range 
of temperatures* 
It is also clear that the collections difTar 
as to their rasponse to differesit relative htmidities, 
and temperatures. In Aligarh collection cmlyi at 30^0 and 
per cent relative humidity the germination is above 50 
per cent while in the oth«r six collections it is between 
6 and 01 per cent* The minimum difference for significance 
at 1 per cent level, at this temperature and relative 
humidityi is 6*92, This shows that the differences betveea 
%tm collections are significant. 
In order to confirm further the results 
obtained in the.last experiment, dried cellophKie as 
described by Bonner ( 6 ) was used in place of a£*ar smeari 
40 
HesuXts tabulated In table 5 show that the hi^hesft 
geztBlnatiCHn of the ohlaniydoapores takes pdace at 25^0 
and 30^C at 100 per cent relativ btmidity* '£he ceznainatl 
is poor at X5^ and 40®C» At 98 per cent relative htaddity 
and at 25® C, the perceaitage gergdnation of Aligarh, Pun^ ^ 
Bihar, Bengal, POona, Coimbatore ana Cuddalore is 31,9,8, 
15, fraee ffiiK' traee respectively* There is no germinatia 
in any of tha collectiims at 15® and 40®C excepting 2 
per o«sit in Punjab at 40**C« The geradnatioa is very poor 
«vea at optimia tange of tefflperaturea at relative hustidit 
be^Gw 98 par cunt, and there is no gemdnatimi in any e^ 
collections at 15® end 40®C. At 25®C and 100 per cent 
relative huaidii^ the g«raiination of Aligarh, Pimjab, 
Bihar, Bengal, Pocma, Coimbatore and Cuddalore is 6g,52, 
39,49,51,41 smA 31 per cent respectively* 
Although the germination perc^tage is low ii 
this test, yet the fact remains that the highest gex^oinat: 
takes place at 25®<-30®C and 100 per cent relative humiditi 
and the percentage gf ^^wraination of different collecJtf,o> 
vary at differ^fit relative humidities awS t®5q?erature8« 
This fact is further confirmed when^ickgfr the minimum 
significant difference between the collections is taken 
into consideration. 
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Igfeot Qf carbon sources on aoorg genainatien 
2}« Bary ( 29 ) stated that the const!tusnts 
of the substrata lnflu9nc«} sporr germination, and pointed 
out that in Mucor stolonifer and other fungi the 
presence of external nutri^its allows the germ tube to 
grow like the vegetative hyphae. Duggar ( 34 ) made an 
e::£ten8ive study on the effect of nutrients on spore 
germination of a large number of fungi and reported that 
fungi differ in their nutrient requirements for germinatit 
Aeeording to Duggary be€di decoction and nutrient salt 
aooelerate germination of most of the fun^i he tested* 
Tites ( 123 } reported that peptone grea%y enhances the 
germination of spores of Phvcoayces nitena { Ag.) K 4 S-
Similar results were obtained by Uandels ax^ Nortan ( 81 ) 
whtn they detearained the effect of yeast extract cm 
germination of spores of S^YI^y^qlW XSESaSSiaa. 
Aeeording to iBferown { 8 ), ULng ( 77 }, and Brown ( 9 ) 
the Juices of apple, tomato and potato extract etc., 
stioulate the g«nminati(m of spores of several fungi* 
During their investigaticms on the effect of different 
carbohydrates <m spore germination Graf-jlarin ( 46 }, 
Magie < 80 }, Melhu3 ( 86 ) and Uppal ( 125 ) concluded 
that carbohydrates in general accelerate spore germin8ti<^ 
According to these workers highest germination takes plaei 
46 
In glucose and sucrose• 
i^efeia ( 7 ), for the first time, noted 
that the sporea of snae smuts either exhibited poor 
germination or no germination at all in water, while 
excellent germination took place in nutrient solutions, 
Stakman ( 111 ) , on the other hand, found that with the 
exception of soil Infusion, nutrient media seem to affect 
adversely the spore germination. Rabien ( 94 ) reported 
that dextrose and cane-sugar reduce the germination of 
fllletia caries (DC) Tul. and T, foetida Wallp. and that 
there was no germination at all in a 0,1 per cent peptone 
solution, Klenholz and Heald ( 71 ) reported the 
unsuitabllity of the rich media for spore germination in 
bunt fungi. Lowther ( 78 ) confirmed the findings of 
Klenholz and Heald, In his tests rich media tended to 
reduce the germination of chlamydospores of T, carlef and 
Kemkamp ( 69 ) reported that chlamydospores 
of UstilagQ zea (Beck.) linger germinate by the formation 
of a four celled promy«ellum which either bears sporldia 
or produces l:)yphal branches. He claimed that the behaviour 
of the chlamydospores Is influenced by the environmental 
factors in this smut. He further stated that higher sugar 
47 
eontonrt stimulated sporidial formation. 
These contradict(n?y reports m@y probably be 
due to the fact that very few carbon sotircfts were tried 
by the previous workers in their tests# It was, therefore> 
considered necessary to investigate the effect of eleven 
differ^ftt carbon sources <m the genalnation of the chlaigyde 
**es of UstilagQ ^citaainea « Besides this , it was also 
considered necessary to investigate as to whether the 
germination type of the chlamydospores is influenced or not 
It is evident from table 6 that the 
percentage of germination of Aligarh, Pun;Jab, Bihar, Bengal 
Pocoui, Coimbat(»'e and Guddalore in glucose containing 
medium is 89,65,79,88,70,49 and 74 respectively* In 
arabinose and scylose the percentage germination in almost 
all the collections is not vary much different. Fructose 
does not appear to be a good source of carbon for all 
the oollecticms as the germination is poor of all the 
collections. In the case of Bihar and Poona the percentage 
germination is 13 and 16 respectively; while in Aligarh, 
Punjab, Bengal, Coimbatore an^ Cuddalore it is 45,39,51,33 
and 38 respectively. Similarly in mamjose the percentage 
germinatii^i is quite low since it ranges between 16«37 
for differ rait collections. However, in rhannose the 
percentage of germination is fairly high and ranges fr<» 
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33 to 70* In galaotose also the percentage of geradnatloa 
of Allgarh, Punjab, Bihar, B«ngal| Poona, Colmbatore and 
Cuddalore la 50,29,31,45,35,59 and 21 reapeetlvaly* 
In sorhoaa tbM gesradnatlon la greater than that In either 
fractoa®, mannoae, rhamnoae or galaetoae, and the peroenta 
gexi£U)atl«i rangea from 49 to 68 for aXX the colleetlona 
baling AllgiO'h n^^nreln It la only 29* 
In aannltol, a sugar alcohol, the percentage 
germination ranges between 40 and 76 but in Colmbatore 
and Allgarh colleetlona It is <mly 26 and 23 respectively* 
Hafflnoae a l ^ aupporta germination and the percentage of 
genalnatlon is fairly high excepting in Cuddalore collecti 
whcnreln it la only 25* In aucrose and glucoae the percenta 
of germination la almost the aeam excepting that in 
Colmbatore in which it la rather low in aueroae only. 
It la evidant from the forgoing data that ih 
percentago germination of chlan^doapoacea from diff^O'ent 
collections differ in different augara. In the medium 
containing ^ucoae the percentage of germlnatl<»i for 
Allgarh, Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Poona, Colmbatore SAd 
Cuddalore la 89,65,79,88,70,49 and 74 respectively* The 
Mniaum aignifleant dlfferatices between the gerainatlcni 
percentages of different colleetlona in this carbon amirce 
is 15#5 at 1 per cent level and the compariaon ah^ ira 
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that the differences between the collections are signifi-
cant. 
It is also clear from tables 3 and 4 (Appendi 
that presence of a particular carbon source not only 
influences the amount of germination but its sate as well. 
For Aligarh collection in glucose medium, the germination 
percentage is 0,68 and 88 after 2,8 and 12 hours 
respectively. In sorbose containing medium, on the other 
hand, the percentage germination in Aligarh collection 
is 0,iS and 29 for the cwresponding intervals, This is 
also true of other sugars, Ito is, therefore, concluded 
that the collections differ from each other also in the 
rate of germination. These findings are confirmed j.^ +1. 
germination tests are made with the chlamydispores 
obtained locally from Co 318 ( Table 7)and (Table 4),^pen 
The table 8 shows that different sugars 
influence the type of germination of U.scitaminea • The 
results are summarised in table 8 wherein " M " indicates 
the mycelial type and " S ** indicates the sporidial type. 
In glucose, arabinose, xylose, rhamnose and sucrose the 
germination tT the chlaaydospores of all the collectiGca 
is of sporidial type | whereas inn fructose and mannose 
it is of mycelial type, 2JI galactose containing medium 
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the geroination of the Coimbatore is poridlal whereas that 
of Aligarh, Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Poena and CJuddalore 
i« of the mycelial type. It is interesting to note that 
sporidia are product where the germination per-centage 
is high* Mycelial brandies are produced in the carbon 
soiirces where the percentage germination is poor ( Fig»,7 & 
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lS£f%et of hydrQjgen-.lon concentration on spore gegaaJnation 
The relation between the Hydrogen-ion 
concentration and germination of fungal spores of a large 
nixmber of species has been detersdned and it has been 
conclusively proved that they germinate within a wide 
rahge of pH ( 76,77,89,133,135 ). Noble ( 89 ) found 
that the chlaiuydoapores of Uroc.vatia tritici Kcke. 
germinate between i^ 4.7 and 7.1 and that the optimum 
germination takes place between 5,1 and 5.7» Webb ( 133 ) 
stated that the spores of Ustilago avenae ( Pers*) Jens* 
do not genainate rapidly in potassium phosphate solution 
of various hydrogen-ion concentrations. In mannite solutioi 
however, spores germinate between pH 2.4 and 8«2 with 
the optimum at 6»2 • Plaitz, Durell and Howe ( 92 ) 
reported that the optimum pH for germination of chlaiqydospc 
0^ Uatilago mavdia lies between 4.9 and 6.0. 
However, according to Itzerott ( 60 } the optimum gexoinatl 
takes place at pH 4 • Ling ( 77 ) made simi3.ar studies 
on UrocLVstis occulta Wallr. Bab. and found that pH 6.86 is 
the optimum for spore germination. Luthra et al. ( 79 ) 
found that the chlamydo^pores of Pstilaigo soltaminea 
germinate at a wide range of hydrogen-ion concentrations, 
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the optlsaua gerolnatlon taking plaed at 6*4 • Th««« 
authors did not study the cardlz^l liadts of the h^dr^ea-
lon o(mo«itratieii« at whieh the gemlnaticm of the 
ehtaojdosporea takes plaee* Besides t h ^ also did i^t stud;) 
the effset of different hydrogen-ion eoneenti^tiocui en 
the eolleetions from different loeaiities* 
It is erident froa tahle 9 and figure'. <9 
that the chlaaiydospores of |JptUffl;9 f^tt^ f^ '^ lfUfff ^^-
seven distant localities gersEdnet® at e wide range of 
hydrogen*i«i concentrations. No germination of the 
ohlamydlMipores has been ohserved in a highly aoidie 
medium of pH 1 , barring traces in Aligarh, Pun;}ab and 
Mhar collections* Very little germination is notioed 
at pH 11 and practioally no gemination is observed in the 
collections from Coimbatore and Cuddalore at this pH« 
1%e germination at pH 2 ranges between 25«4S per cent* 
The optimum g«rminati(m takes place betwe«n pH 0 said S in 
all the collections^however, in Cuddalore collection 
the optimum germination is observed at pH 2 and 3* 
7he percentage of germination declines with the inereuSe 
in the bydrogen-ion level and the germination at pH 7 
eorresponds to that of pH 2» But at this pH leve)., there 
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ia BO gerralaation in Cuddalore collection* In the 
mediam adjusted to pH 9 the germination percentage of 
iligarh, Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Poona, ifoimbatore and 
Cuddalore collections is 62,27,19,36,27,7 and 0 
respectively. 
A similar trend in the germination has been 
observed when the tests are repeated on chlaajydosporea 
obtained from Co 313 ( Table XO ) 
The pH of the medium also influences the rate 
of germination. The percentage of germination in Aligarh c 
collection at pH 3 is 25,62 and 69 after the duration of 
2,6 and 12 hours respectively but at pH 7 the percentage 
of gertoination is 5,63 and 68 for the above duration. 
Differences are also exhibited in ottwr collections as 
well ( Tables 5 and 6, Appendix A ) 
It is obvious that Ustilago scitaminea is 
acidophilic as the highest percentage of germination 
takes place between pH 3 and 4, The results presented here 
not in agreement with the (Me reported Yny Luthra at al,(79 
According to these authors the highest germination takes 
place at pH 6. These results are more reliable since the 
eollections from different localities have been tested. 
Besides, the studies on the rate of germination also 
oaarooborate these findings. 
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EfTect of temperature and relative hmaidlty on the 
&EEat fungi have been known to retain their 
viability for long periods. In 1 8 ^ Von Ideb^abeig as 
cited by de Bary (29) indicated that spores of Uatilag^ caJ 
retained viability for 7i yeai«, g.kolaczaMs Kuha and 
1Z» crameri Kom,, for 6i years and Tilletia triticj (BJrk,] 
Wint* for di years* Mc Alpine ( 82 ) studied several simt^ 
fungi and found that spores of Tolyposporium bursaa (Bjrk*) 
McAlp, remained viable for 4 years, Pstilago readeri Syd«, 
for 2 years, U. ^ romJvora Tul, F»D«W,, for 2i yeaps and 
U" cvnodontis for one year. These results were later on 
confirmed by Sobel ( 109 ) and Novak ( 90 ). Verwoerd 
(128), found that the spores of Ifrocygfcis tritici Koem., 
remained viable for 5 yesETs, Noble ( 89 ), however, obtained 
vigorous germination for a 10 year old collecjtion of 
2f tritici* Fischer ( 40 ) in a study on 387 herbarium 
specimens representing 77 species of smut fungi, found thai 
the spores of Tilletia ^ evis remained viable for 25 years, 
T..tritici for 18 j^ars, Ustilago hordeifor 23 years, 
U« avenaf for IS years and Sphacelotheca sorghi for 13 yeai 
The envi3x>nmental conditions under which the 
64 
spores ars stored afTect their longevity ( 89,121), Tapke 
(121) stored many collections of Uatilago nuda at 
3 2 ^ which even after 9 years germinated well i whereas 
those stored at room temperature lost their viability 
within a year. Moble ( 89 ) obtained identical results 
with Urocvstis tritici. liuthra et al. ( 79 ) 
found that more than 70 per cent of the spores of 
UstilagQ scitaminea remained viable at 15? 18®,20®,25®, 
30® and 36®C even after their storage for 210 days. 
But uhder moist conditions they lost their viability 
within threewveeks. According to Noble ( 89 ) longevity 
of spores of Urocystis tritici was greatly prolonged 
under low humidity. 
ThBre is no precise information available 
as to how long and under what conditions of temperature 
and relative humidity the chlamydospores of Ustilago 
Itft-f'^ i'^ l^  remain viable. 
Effect of temperature : 
The detailed results presented in table 7 
(Appendix A ) show that chlamydospores remain viable for 
a longer duration at low temperatures than at high 
temperatures. At 0®C they remain viable for 136 days, 
whereas at 40®C they remain viable for 15 days only. 
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At intomiediato temporatur«8 th»y are viatile for 75 to 
105 days* The diffarant eollactioiui also rary from eaa 
anothar* Tha suimarjr of tha above resulta aa repraawaitad 
in table U and figure 9 eXaarly ahova that the 
pereantage of germination of Aligarh, PUQUJab, Bihari 
B«cigaX| Poena, Cktimbatore and Cuddalore la 80,47|4i|29,31 
21 and 21 reapeotively after havins been atored for 60 
day8 at 0*^ 0• Similarly at other temperaturea the 
longevity of the apores waa found to vary with individual 
ooUection. 
Tha reaulta prea nted in table 12 and figure 
10 indicate that the ehlaa^oapores of Uatilage fffl^BjilWI 
atored at 20^0 and 100 per eent relative humidi^ 
hardly remain viable for 2 daya* At 98 par oent 
relative humidity the germination is almoat saro after 
10 daya of atorage, except in Coimbatore and Cuddalore 
eolleetiona in which the germination ia 15 and 8 pet eent/ 
reapeotively* Similarly at 50 per cent relative humidity 
the percentage germination of Aligarh, Punjab, Hhar, 
Bengal, Poona, Coimbatore and Cuddalosa ia 17,11,13,12,2^ 
trace and 2 respectively after 120 days of atorage* 
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Similar results have been obtained at 70 p&r cent relative 
humidity. 
It is, therefore, eonc3.uded that the extreme 
conditions of relative humidity viz., 0,and 20| 98 and IOC 
per cent, the chlamydospores remain viable for shorter 
duration* Oa. the other hand, at intermediate relative 
humidities «iz., 50 and 70 per cent they remain viable 
for a longer duration. 
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Table 13* P«rceiitage of gwradnation of ehlaaydosporea of 
ff§ljlMaff^1f,a^f>M<m ^7^*9 ft^om tb© outer and innor rogiona 
or the wMp 
Perc«Qtag3 of geinainatlon of chlaoydoepc 
Collections from 
Outer Izmer 
Allgarh 54 45 
Punjab 75 49 
Bihar 69 38 
Bengal 65 34 
Poona 55 24 
Coimbatore 54 23 
Cuddalore 62 26 
ChlaB^doapores remotred froa both the oul»«r and 
inner regions of the whips were seeded on agar ameara and 
later incubated at 30®C# Results, given in table 13 ahow th 
the p^:*oentage gextaination of the apores from the outer 
region is higher then that of the inner r ^ o n * The 
percentage of genaination of the outer region is 54,7S|69,6 
55,54 and 62 for Aligarh, Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Poonaf 
Coimbatore and Cuddalore while that of inner region is 4S 
38,34,24,23 and 26 respectively* The author ia unable to 
express aa to why this dirferoace exists* Is it due to the 
a»turity of the ohlafflydoopores in the outer region egrller 
than the inner region of the whip, or due to aome other ©aw 
ia under inveatlgation 7 
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Mf9GX ttf axpoeuro to aig>li^t on the loageYity of tha apog 
Sporea Oif various parasitic fuagl are 
earriad to loxjg distances ( 43, 85,115 I* 
According to Mehta ( 85 ) , the ceraal rust infaction In 
plains of India is due to the uredospores blown from the 
hills. Sporea of Ustilago tritici , J^ . puda and 
^cvatia tritici^ are well adapted to vdnd dispersal 
( 43, 115 >• Subraaaniam and Lakshmlpati Rao { 117 ) 
and Rafay ( 96 ) have stated that the infection of 
healthy sugarcane plants Is affected by windbome spores of 
Ustil&fo scitamlnea • During their transit the chlai^dospore 
are exposed to itolight* For epldesdological studies it 
Is Imperativo to have some knowledge of the survival 
ability of the chlainydospores after they have been exposed 
to direct sunlight* 
It is clear trcm tables 14 and IS that the 
ehlaoydospores rapidly lo^se their viability mi being exi^se 
/ 
to direct sunlight* ^ihetn the air temperature ranges between 
e^ and 22 C there is considerable decrease in the 
peroeitage genaination of fill the collections even after 
40 hours of exposuaro* During the SKmths of August and 
September li^ en the mean air-temperature ranges between 24 
and 41®C :, s raidd decline in the percentage gendnatlosi 
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of all the seven collectiona is noted. At the beginning 
of the experiment it was more than 50 for all the 
collections but after their exposure for 40 hours it bteame 
nominal except that of the Punjab being 9 . Cta the 
other hand, when they are covered by a black piece of 
paper the percentage germination is reduced but the 
reduction is not so great as in the previous - ca*©. 
Bvea during the months of August and September the 
reduction is not so great in the percentage germination 
of the chlainydispores covered with black paper ( Table 15 )• 
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Eff«ct of •arloua stimulai^a on spore germlnatloa 
According to Fischer and Hoi ton ( 41 ), diffor^  
dilutions of several organic an: inorganic compounds have 
a stimulatory effect on sjKsre germination in Ustilage aaydii 
Ether was found by Entoaoto ( 35 } to have stimulatlBg 
effect on germination of chlamydospor^ts of several species 
of Ustilago. Sorosporiua and Sphacelotheca • Noble ( 89 ) 
also used large number of substances in attempting to 
stimulate germination of the spores of Urocvstis tidtici 
and reported that a concentration of 3i 20 00 000 of 
benzaldehyde gave highest germination and concentrations 
above abd below it gave trace to 1 per ceAt germination. 
Idng ( 77 ) reported that besidei benzaldehyd«, butyric aci( 
and Salicylaldehyde stimul^fed germination. Recently 
Cheo and Leach (12 ) found tliat infusions of horse 
and eow«di2ng exert a strong stimulating effect on 
spore germination of Ustilago striiformis • Hence attempts 
have been made to study the effect of benzaldehyde, butyric 
acid and acetone on the germination of the chlamydospores 
of Us til ago scitaminea • Besides attempt has also been 
made to find out v/hether the spores of sugarcane smut storec 
in laboratory and which had apparently lost their viability 
were viable or not. 
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Tabid 16 m SfTeot of different ooneontratlQQs of bonsaldttagrdi 
butyrie adld and aoetoQ9 on gsrrolnation of f ^ a h and (ma yoa 
old chlamydoapores of }J§%Um9, §9X%,mlnW Syd. 
mmmmmm n i l i.ii ii m i i • » ' i i i i — i » — i i i i « • m » — « — — » . » M — — • — » « « .• i i — — 
Percentage of ^enalnat icai of 
Concen t r e t i ons •'-'"'—"""•• •••' —-' •"•' "•"—.'. • 
F r e s h Osa© y e a r old 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Gorminotion in w||t@r59 0 
It is dear from table 16 that the paroent&ge 
germination of freehly collected chlaiaydoaporea and <m« 
year old in water la 59 and 0 respeetivelyt None of the 
ooncentratimia of b^zaldeho'det butyric acid and acetone 
urought about the increase in the germination of the freah 
aa well aa cme year old ohfiaoydoapores* HOnreveri there ia 
alight increase in germination of freshly collected 
ehlamydoflporea in 3J 20 00 000 of bansaldehyde. 
aiio 000 
3t20 00 00 
3820 00 000 
3120 00 00 00 
Butvric acid t 
it 10 000 
m o o 000 
itio 00 000 
m o 00 00 00 
m o 00 00 000 
m o 000 
m o o 000 
illO 00 000 
m o 00 00 00 
m o 00 00 000 
26 
60 
72 
7 
0 
10 
58 
52 
6 
4 
21 
61 
55 
17 
\ T 10 7 
- mar--
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Sfftct of aolX tftnpgratarft on tne d velopmgnt of oma% 
In 2Sd5» Jestss ( 64 ) eatabXlobod the relatloi 
t>etire«B tho soil tomperature and the Ineidene* of oat aaat* 
WoolBian ( 13d ) noted that the highest p«ro9ntag« of 
infection with Tij.ietia JaciliSl (BJerk.) Winter took place 
at 4 5 ^ , while at 6 5 ^ the inoculated plants were found 
free from the disease» Similarly Walker and J^ies ( 131 } , 
Rungerford ( 57 ) | Faris ( 37 ) , Leukel ( 7S } | Reed and 
Paris ( 101 ) , Kulkami ( 72 ) and Qriffths { 47 ) 
reported the optimum temperatures for tha developm^at of 
^ftYfftl? <|fPl4<^ y Frost. , ime^^y jmlM (BC*}Tul. and 
1 . ismM (Walli^.) U r o . , yfU;^^9 W^ ( PersJLagerh, 
! • lHJoUWi Vi l l e . , Sp^fffl^t^^ff^ mmU ( ^*> Caint*, and 
W^^^%U M U 9 4 Koewi. respectively. 
Faris ( 37 ) in his inoculation experiisents 
on the development of Ustilago hordei found that i f he 
varied the soi l temperature during the emergence, there 
WAS a higl^infection than the seedlings that were kept at 
a constant tei^perature. Leukel ( ^f } also noted that the 
change in the soi l temperature influenced the devalopaent 
of barley smut. The cardinal temperatures for infection 
by £• y^ iigra Tapke were 5®C (Ittniaua) | 15®C-20®C (pptimiffla) 
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and dO*^ C ( Mlnij»m )• Similar reeults were obtained IQT 
Josephscn ( 65 }» Vaheeduddin ( 12'6 } studied the effect 
of the time of ixLanting of sorghum and its relation to the 
development of Sphacelotheca sor^fai and found that fairly 
high infection took place between 20^ and 25^C and -(^tiat 
no infecticm was noticeable below lO^C, Qriffths ( 47 ) 
in a similar study on ftrffffiypUi MtiJrffI, ^ow»l that 
highest percentage of infection oecured at 21«5^C and 23«5 
Noble ( 39 ) found that most severe izifeotion oecured in 
plants kept at 19^ to Z1°C, Inoculation at 15^C and 
subsequent transfer of the plants to temperature above 2d^ i 
resulted in a decrease in smut iniection. 
It is clear from table 17 that very few aaiut 
whips develop at 15®C and 85^C, no matter how long the 
setts are kept at these temperatures* At 25 C when the 
plants are kept for 36»72 and 104 hours smd appat»ximately 
5 Bu>nthsy the percentage of smutted clumps is 39,40,26 and 
20 respectively* At 25^ and 30^0, the percentage of 
smutted plants is (juite high irrespective of the period 
for which they are placed in the temperature tanks* When 
the plants are kept for 36,72 and 104 hours at 25^0 in 
tWBperature tanks and later removed to the glass-house 
b«neh, 49,65,79 per cent plants develop smut whips respect: 
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Table 17, Eesults of inoculation of Co 313 aetts with 
Aligarh collection of Ustilago acitaminea Syd,, and kept 
at five different aoil teiaperaturea# 
Temperatures /u Percentage of plants developed smutTiiipa 
(degrees C ) ^  when kept in temperature tanks for /j| 
36 hours 72 hours 104 hotirs Till the emer^  
ttf whips 
15 6 0 0 0 
20 39 40 26 20 
26 49 65 79 80 
30 51 59 66 72 
35 16 0 0 10 
/a Each percentage figure is based on the number of plants 
that developed smut whips in five pots at each temperatui 
with five buds in each pot. 
/b The air temperature of the glass-house was 25 C 
-o 36 HOURS 
-X 72 HOURS 
- • 1 0 4 HOURS 
-A TILLTHE APPEARANCE OF WHIP (150 Days) 
SOIL. TEMPERATURE ( C^ ) 
iwyiBg periods at timm ttuq^imtiuros* 
8X 
Similar results are obtained at 30®C, though the incidenc* 
of the diseasa is relatively low. However, optimum infectj 
takes place when the plants are kept constantly in the 
temperature tanks at these temperatures. Presumably the 
fungus had a greater chance to cause infection as this 
happens to be the optimum temperature for spore germinatl 
(vide tablfiB 2 and 3 ) • On the other hand, the percentage 
of infection is more in the plants removed frcaa the 
temperature tanks riinning at 16^0 after 36 hours as 
compared to those kept constantly or removed after 72 hour 
and 104 hours. These findings agree with t^se obtained 
l^ Leukel ( 75 ) in Uatilago niicra and Josephson (6S ) 
and Faris ( 37 ) in Ustilago hordei. 
Field test 
In field test besides Co 318 , five other 
varieties lie,, Cos 245 , Co 470, Co 514, Co 846 and 
Co 851 were also included. Six different plantings w9re 
made starting from 15th September to March when the averag 
temperature for different dates of plantings wire 35®-25®C 
27®-ll®Ci 23°-8**Cj 19®-8®C| 23^-7®e and 29®-13*C 
respectively, % e yesults are presented in table 18 • 
More smut develops in November and March plantings as 
compared with December, January and February plantings^ 
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Table 18* R«sults of inoculating six augaroana -varietiaa 
in the field with Aligarh collection of Uatilago scitaainaa 
at aix dates of plantings* 
Bates of Average soil Percentage of infection /i 
planting temperature in 
degrees 6 ^  Coa 246 C© 470 Cos 514 Co 313 Co84e 
September 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
25" • 
11®-
8° 
8®. 
7® . 
13** • 
- 36' 
27* 
- 23* 
- 19* 
- 23* 
- 29* 
6 
6 
0 
0 
2 
20 
26 
30 
2 
2 
20 
42 
5 
8 
0 
0 
3 
15 
55 
60 
8 
6 
50 
87 
30 
30 
2 
2 
30 
50 
/a Bach percentage figure is based on the number of planta 
that developed smut whips in the plot with 60 setts. 
A Temperature taken on the day of planting. 
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Table 19* Analysis of variance of the data ^ Iven in table 
showing the effect of different temperatures on the pathogei 
0^ PstilagQ scitapdnea Syd» on six different vai^eties of 
sugarcane. 
Variance due to D.F. S.S. M.S. ?• 
Dates of plantings 
Replication 
Varieties 
5 
1 
5 
14864.69 
2908.39 
7316.99 
2972.93 
2908.39 
1463.39 
23.8 • 
23.3 * 
11.7 • 
Bate of planting x 
replication 6 46.42 7.73 ~ -
Date of planting x 
varieties 10 2062.81 206.28 1.6 
Error 44 5486.69 124.69 
71 32685.99 
• significant both at 1 and 6 per cent levels. 
O»0| . 
-* c« ni r~i 
M l 
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On Co 313 the percentage of plants which davtHop «Dnit 
whips is SSy60,8t5,S0 aad 87 for September, NoreabeT} 
Peeefflber, January, February and Blaroh plantings respeetivi 
Similarly 20,30 and 33 per cent plants of Co 851 devdop si 
whips in September, November and March plantings z^spsetii 
and only 10 per cent An February plantings* No whips ar< 
formed on Co 851 in Dsoesi^r and January plantings* 
Analysis of variance given in table 19 shows 
that the differences in dates and varieties ai^e significai 
^ese results ar© in accord vsdth the results obtein«3 in 
eontrolled t^aperature taliks • It is clear from the 
foregoing that the optimum infection is found in November 
ani March plantings when the average soil teaaperature 
ranges between 27**C and 11®C | 29®C ai^ 13**C respectively* 
It is therefore, concluded that the highest infection 
takes place at the temperatures which happen to be optiam 
for germination of the chlanydospores of Uat^ago scitaaii 
( tables 2 and 3 } • Moreover, 159,156 end 198 days are 
needed for the foroiation of the whips when the pots are 
kept constantly at 16®,20® and 36®C respectively* Oa the 
other hand, 61 and 76 day© are required at 26®C and 30®C 
respectively. These temperatures not only affect the 
percentage of infection but also shorten the period 
required for the emergence of whips in sugarcane smut* 
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Table 20 • Effect of different soil temperatures on the 
time elapsed between the inoculation and the first 
appearance of whips* 
I H i r I I I I III I I 
fime in days when the plants kept ii 
temperature tanks for 
Temperatures 
(degrees C ) 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
36 hours 
145 
138 
100 
98 
159 
72 hours 
145 
149 
101 
98 
156 
104 hours 
146 
149 
99 
98 
154 
till the msLBi 
of whips 
159 
156 
75 
61 
198 
66 
^Tect of relative humidity and temparature on infection 
The role of relative humidity and temperature 
on infection has been emphasised by large number of 
workers ( 67, 139 ) • No information is available 
regarding the effect of relative humidity on infection 
i^ ^ stilaigQ scltamlnea . Besides the technique of 
inoculation of sugarcane setts with chlamydospores of 
£• scltamlnea has not been standarized. The setts are 
€8:posed to spore suspension for 30 minutes in Coimbatore 
as well as at Ihe Indian Agricultural Besearci^  Institute, 
New Delhi, two hours In Uttar Pradesh ( 5 } and 24 hours la 
Bihar ( 4 )• Attempts have, tha*efore, been made to 
study the effect of exposure of Inoculated setts at 
100,98,94 and 90 per cent relative humidity at 15®C for 
4,8,12 and 24 hours. Similarly the effect of varying 
periods of incubation at various relative humidities has 
been determined at 28,25®,30® and 35®G. 
The results presented in table 21 show that 
the infection is poor at low tamperature ( 16® and 20®C ) 
as 47 per cent of the plants develop whips after 24 hours 
exposure at 100 per cent relative humidity. At lower 
relative humidity ( 98 and 94 per cent ) and at the same 
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Table 22 • Analysis of irarlanvs of the data given in Table 
showliQg the effect of different temperatures and relatftTe 
huzBldity on the development of the 3mut> caused by 
I?stllago scitaainea Syd. 
Variance due to 
Beplicate 
Periods of incuba-
tion 
Replicate x Periods 
( Error ) 
Tr. 
T«mperat\ire 
Humidity 
Temperature x 
humidity 
Tr, X P 
Temperature x 
Periods 
D.F, 
1 
8 
3 
19 
4 
3 
12 
57 
12 
S.S, 
28.48 
2160,72 
207.87 
26292 . 41 
9500.11 
14522,09 
2270.21 
4523.75 
740,43 
M.S. 
28,48 
720.24 
69.29 
1383,81 
2375.08 
4840.69 
189.18 
79.36 
61.70 
F 
1 
10.39 • 
61.86 • 
106.17 • 
216.39 * 
8.46 • 
3.55 • 
2.76 • 
Humidity x periods 9 
Temperature x ftimidity 
X Periods 36 
2891.83 321.31 
891.49 24.76 
14.36 • 
1.11 
Error 70 1565.84 22.37 
153 34779.07 
* Significant at 5 % leve l 
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temperature I plants do become Infected but to a lesser 
degree* %ere ia gradual increase In the infection, corresp 
ndlng to the increase in the incubation period at all ths 
temperatures and relative humidities. At 25 C and 30®C 
with maximum exposure ( 24 hours ) and relative humidity 
( 100 per cent ) infection is highest asthe percentage of 
clumps developing smut whips is 86 and 71 respectively. 
Again at these temperatures the percentage of clumps infects 
at 98 per cent relative humidity is higher ( 55 per cent ) 
than at 100 per cent relative humidity at 16® and 20®C , 
being 9 at 15**C and 47 at 20°C, Similarly, 8 hours exposure 
of setts at 25**C and 30°C in 100 per cent relative humidity 
produces more smutted plants than 24 hours exposure at 
16®,20® and 36°C. 
Analysis of variance gilaren in table 22 shows 
that differences in the periods of incubation, temperatures, 
relative humidities and interactions between temperatures 
and relative humidities| temperatures and periods of 
incubation ; and relative humidities and periods of 
lncubatl(m are significant. 
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Varietal reaetion teat. 
Qnuta in geimvBl are amenable to some degree of 
prevention through the application of one or the other 
appropriate control practiioes, which include treatm«it with 
fungicides or heatt ^ese methods have been tried for the 
control of sugarcane smut ( 2, 18, 68 ) but without much 
success* % reviewing the literature on the control of 
sugarcane smut ( 2, 13, 14, 68 ), it becomes clear that 
attempts to control the disease have neither been satisfacto 
nor practicable. 
Luthra et al. ( 79 }, Chona ( 13 ), Rafay ( 95 
Sharma ( 107 ) and Kirtikar I 68 ) have suggested the 
removal and burning of entire infected clumps ; fungicidal 
treatment, hot-water treatment of setts at 50® - 60 **C for 
10 minutes* % the lat^r method, although the disease can be 
controlled but the germination is greatly impaired, hence is 
not much of practical, value. Therefore, one h^s to resort to 
find out genes for resistance in Saccharum . Extensive work 
has been carM-ed out at Sugarcane Research iBdtitute, 
Coimbatore and a large number of varieties have been 
recommended which show certain amount of resistance. 
Sixteen varieties which are commonly grown in 
northern India were obtained and inoculated with Aligarh 
collection and tested for their resistance. The daka present 
Table 23. Results Indleatlng the reaction of sixteen 
eoomercially important varieties of sugarcane, obtained froi 
Uttar Pradesh, mhar anci Punjab against Uatilago seitaainea 
S» Mo. Variety percentage of infects 
clumps 
1 Co 851 32,0 
2 Co 470 46.5 
8 Co 846 55.0 
4 Co 312 50.0 
5 Co 313 89.0 
6 C08514 13.5 
7 Co 453 26.5 
8 Co 517 38.6 
9 Cos245 22.5 
10 Go 510 55.5 
11 Co 321 22.5 
12 Co 617 4.0 
13 Co 416 27.5 
14 B.C. 14 37.5 
15 B.O. 17 28,0 
16 B.O. 28 31.0 
Standard error +1.04 
Sowings were made in Pebruaiy, March» 1957 and repeated i3 
1958 
Table 24. A&alysis of variance of the dajfca glTen In 
fable 23 . 
Variance due to D.F. S.S, M.S. F 
Var ie t i e s 15 11553.0 770.2 18.1 * 
Beplicate 1 69.0 69.0 1.62 
I r r o r 15 642.50 42.5 
* 
Signif icant a t 1 and 5 perccent l e v e l s 
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in table 23 show that Co 313, Co 846 and Co 510 are 
highly suaceptible as they exhibit above 50 per cent 
Infection; Co 517, Co 470, Co 312 , Co 861, Co 416, Co 321, 
Cos 245, B.O, 14, B.O* 17, B.O. 28 and Co 453 are moderately 
eueeeptible as about 20 to 40 per cent clumps become 
infected. Cos 514 and Co 617 exhibit certain degree of 
resistance as only 13 and 4 per cent plants develop smut 
whips respectively. These findings are in ctesfosraity with 
those obtained at Sugarcane Kesearch Institute in 
Uttar Pradesh ( 5 ) and by Hao and Prakasara ( 99 ) in 
Andhara* 
The analysis of variance give i in table 24 
shows that the differences between the varieties are 
significant both at 5 and 1 per cent levels. 
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Idauefaction of gelatin . production of Indole and Alkali 
by the monoaporidial linea 
It haa been reported by Saxena and Khan ( 104 ) 
that the monosporidial lines of Ustilago scitaminea 
produce Indole, when grown in a medium containing 
tryptophane and were able to liquefy gelatin. The linea 
gave negative alkali teat. Therefore, attempts have been 
made to make the above testa with monosporidial lines 
from seven different chlamydospore collections. 
Liouefaction of gelatin 
Culture tubes containing 12 per cent gelatin 
were inoculated with different lines of U. scitaEainea 
and were incubated at roolB temperature. When the gelatin 
was liquefied, the tubes were transferred ti cabinets 
naming at 10®C and changes in viscosity were observed, 
Ubinoculated tubes were run as controls. 
It is evident from table 25 that all the 
monosporidial lines tested are able to liquefy the gelatin. 
Monoaporidial lines from Coimbatore and Cuddalore liquefy 
the gelatin in 7 das. On the other hand, lines from Poona 
and Bengal take 3 days and lines from Punjab and Bihar 
take 2 days to liquefy the gelatin. 
Indole production 
The synthetic medium given on page 13 was 
modified and used in these studies. Asparagine of the medium 
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Table 26, Idqusfaction of gelatin by the 16 different 
monosporidial linea of Ustilago acitaminea Syd,, isolated 
from ehlai^ydosporea of different collections. 
Degree of liquefaction of gelatin aftc 
xixnes 
Punj Al 
A2 
Bl 
BiharAl 
A2 
Bl 
Beng.Al 
Bl 
B2 
PoonaAl 
A2 
A3 
CoiQ.Al 
Bl 
Cudd.Al 
A2 
2 days 
+4> 
4-f 
«HMMIM*B 
mmm^wm 
— 
— 
»-<. 
3 days 
++ 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
+4" 
++ 
»». . 
. 1 . - . 
5 days 
• • • • 
• • • « 
• • • • 
• * • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • * 
+ 
+ 
•I-
•f 
7 days 
•M-
•H-
•H-
•M' 
— a No liquefaction of gelatin 
+ « Partial liquefaction 
++ « Complete liquefaction 
•...= Observations not taken. 
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was replaced by trptophane and 2 per cent agar was also 
added* The slants were Inociilated with different monosporidj 
lines and incubated at 30**C. After X$, when sufficient 
growth had taken place, the lines were tested for the 
production of Indole by the addition of Kovac's reagent * 
( 3 )• 
All the 16 lines tested gave positive indole te 
This shows that different lines of U, scitaminea are 
able to prodAee indole as by-product by reducing 
tiyptophane of the medium. 
Alkali production 
The monosporidiaii lines referred to above 
were tested for alkali production* The lines were grown on 
slight potato-dextrose agar ( 102 ), to which was added 
a few drops of Bromo-cresol purple indicator in 20 per cent 
alcohol ( 3 )• The plates were incubated at 30^0 for 
almost a month. None of those lines bring ahout a change 
in colour of the medium from yellow to pxirple, thereby 
indicating that they do not produce alkali. 
It is dear from the foregoing that monosporidl 
lines from chlamydospores of different collections are 
capable of liquefying gelatin anl producing indole. None 
* 5g para-dimettQrl amino benzaldchyde in a solution of 
76 ml of Butyl alcohol and 25 ml of hydrochloric acid (Coc 
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of these lines produce alkali during the growth. Lines 
from different collections donot differ from each other 
in either of the above physiologic characters excepting 
in the liquefaction of gllatin. Cuddalore and Ooimhatore 
collections take more time as compared to the Punjabi Bihar 
and Uttar Pradesh collections in liquefying gelatin ( 104 )• 
Similar studies have been made by Stakman et al ( 113 ) in 
Uetilajgo zea (Beck») Unger • The lines of Ustilago scitaminei 
differ from i|» zea in the respect that in later the lines 
are alile to produce alkali ^ereas in former there is no 
sign of alkali production. Lines of 2» g«a are not able 
to produce Indole whereas in U. scitaminea lines give 
positive indole test. 
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Growth of aonosporidlal lines In different media 
Table 26 shows that prune agar, water'-agar 
and Sabourd's agar are uniuitable for the growth of the 
three monosporidial lines tested^ The growth is poor 
in Lima-bean agar* Qrowth in llBsa^bean agar increases 
when it is fortified by adding 2 per cent glucose* In 
beef-extract agar and beef extract agar with 2 per cent 
^ucose; com meal agar and commeal agar with 2 per cent 
glucose I and potato-dextrose agar the growth of all the 
lines is good. Kanker's solution is unsuitable for 
Alig. A 1 and Bihar A 1. On the other hand in the same 
medium Cudd. A 1 produce 9 am colony. ( Figs 11 and 12 ) 
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Table 26. Mesults stowing the rate of growth of three 
monosporidial lines of gatilago scitaainea Syd. on fifteen 
seBd.-solid media, 
Incubation 
in days . 
Media 
Beef-extract 
agar 15* 
Beef—extract 
agar + 2p.c# 
glucose 12 
Wiier-agar 0 
Ipjer's Sol. Q 
Comnieal agarlO 
CornHDeal agar 
+ 2p.o. glucosed 
Bean-pod agar 0 
Bean-pod agar 
+ 2 p,c, glucosg 
Nutrient ^ ar 0 
Rrtuae agar 0 
cose 0 
f86i««iS)««^ 0 
Lima-bean aga:? 4 
Idisa-bean agar 
+2p.c•glucose 8 
Potato-dextrose 
agar 10 
at 
l^ 
21 
20 
2 
0 
18 
21 
5 
4 
5 
0 
0 
10 
15 
21 
30°C 
Growth of different lines in mm* 
Al 
IS 
29 
26 
S 
0 
21 
23 
8 
9 
• 
1 
0 
2 
12 
22 
29 
5 10 
12 
11 
1 
0 
8 
5 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
6 
7 
19 
17 
3 
0 
19 
18 
4 
6 
4 
0 
0 
0 
9 
12 
22 
^ 
28 
26 
5 
0 
22 
22 
6 
7 
8 
0 
0 
0 
14 
23 
31 
r 
8 
4 
0 
0 
0 
6 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
6 
Cudd 
10 
16 
12 
0 
2 
2 
13 
8 
6 
3 
0 
0 
0 
8 
4 
20 
Al 
IS 
26 
29 
2 
9 
7 
23 
02 
7 
8 
0 
0 
0 
13 
20 
27 
* Baaed on mean of three replicates. 
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F i g . 16 Comparative grovrth of a s ingle monoBporicdal l i n e o: 
gst i laff) ecitaminea JSycL. > Ouddalore At( l e f t ) and 
Bihar A1 (Sight > on(A> Bean pod agar (B) Hanker's 
aga r . 
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Bffect ef different carbon sources on the /ayewth ef 
monoaporidlal lines of Uatilago scltamlnea Syd. 
Although auch has been learnt about utilisation 
of sugars by filamentous fungi and yeast ( 76 ) yet very 
little is Icnown regarding the carbon atllisation by 
sffiut fungi* Sartoris ( 103 ) reported the superiority «f 
maltose in promoting rapid budding of sporidia to cutture 
iniiseveral species of Ustilaigo • Schaffnit { 105 ) found 
that for cplturiE^ ^, horde! , sucrose, glucose a;i^  
maltose were the be»t. Halbsguth ( 48 ) reported that 
sucrose,,glucose and fructose were highly satisfactory 
for growth of Tilletia paries • Recently Wolf < 134 ) 
found that glucose, fructose, mannose, sucrose, maltose 
and trehalose were the best sources of carbon for growth 
o^ ^ Btila^o Biaydi^ p • Fawcett ( 39 ) found that growth of 
M« aeitaminea was best in glucose than in fructose. 
He also found that starch wj|8 unassimilable by the smut. 
It appears from the above that Fawcett used only three 
sources of carbon in his studies and he did not use 
monosporidial lines. The writer ( 104 ) earlier determined 
the effect of different carbon sources on growth of 
M1,U2,LA3,U4,LB1,LB2,BA1, and BA2 in semi-solid 
medium. In the present studies all the eight lines 
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Tabl« 27. Growth of tight ^ifTerent aonosporidial lines of 
on aedia containing eloTon different esrhon souroea at 
Carbon source LAt 
Arabinose 
Xylose 
CHueose 
Fructose 
Mannose 
Rhamnose 
Galactose 
Sorbose 
Baffinose 
Sucrose t 
Mannitol 
19* 
21 
27 
5 
1 
3 
1 
3 
26 
31 
2 
L&2 
17 
19 
12 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
24 
19 
2 
LA3 
18 
21 
18 
25 
15 
2 
LA4 
10 
12 
29 
2 
1 
1 
5 
7 
23 
35 
2 
IBl 
11 
21 
25 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
28 
38 
2 
]iB2 
12 
18 
19 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
28 
25 
2 
BAl 
28 
29 
32 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
23 
41 
2 
BA2 
29 
38 
38 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
31 
48 
4 
* Based on mean of three: replicates. 
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have been tested for growth In liquid medium contaiaiag 
arabinose, xylosei glucose, fructose, mannose, rbamaose, 
giUaetose r sorbose, raffinose, sucrose and mannitol* 
The results show that growth of all the 
monosporidial lines is good in arabinose, xylose, glucose, 
raffinose and sucrose. The growth is poor in fructose, 
maoinose, rhamnose, gakactose, sorbose and mannitol in 
almost all the monosporidial lines tested* In glucose 
containing medium dry weight of the growth of LA1,LA4, 
IB1,B*1 and BA2 is 27,29,25,32 and 38 milligram respectively 
whereas that of LA2, LAS and LB2 is 12,18 and 19 milligram 
respectively. Similar results have been obtained in the 
studies on the effect of carbon sources on the growth of 
monosporidial lines in semi-solid medium. It is interesting 
to note that arabinose, xylose, ^ ucose, raffinose and sucre 
also favour germination of chlamydospores of Ustilaiaro scitam 
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Diaeuaaion and Concluslona 
The term plsysiologlc race as used ^  Christezias 
and Rodenhlser ( 18 ) and Holton ( 55 ) in simts refers to 
the oocorrenee of entitles within a morphological species 
that could be dlfferent aated from each other on the toasls 
of one or more physiologic characters viz,, pathogenicity, 
cultural characters, ecological characters, minor dlffer^ic 
in spore morphology, host symptoms, spore colour, differ»ic 
in spore germination, length of promycellum, nuclear 
behavlouB and odour of spores in fllletla « the Intent 
of the present Inrestigations was to sev ( a ) v^ether race 
in the case of Ustilago scltamlnfa Syd., could be different; 
on characters other than pathogenicity viz., germination : 
relation to temperature, relative humidity, carbon sources 
liydrogen-|:on concentration, storage at different temperatu 
and relative humidities (b) the effect of environmental 
factors on the develojmient of the disease. 
Studies on the effect of temperature on the 
genninatlon of the chlamydospores from seven different 
localities indicate that the llBd.ts within which chlamydosp 
germinate range from 15** to 40°C. This is true for both the 
locally collected spores and those obtaineci from different 
States. However, differences in the percentage germination 
and the speed of germination within the collecticniEt are 
%m 
w€kX a«f*lc«(3« At l^C A2.1g«rli aadi Pimjsb eolI«eti«it vqfd^ 
6 aaa 8 hours re»p«etlv«ly fOP 30 p«r e«nt g»raiiiaUoii$ 
whereas in tht rvBelniiig eoUsetions the gwrnlQaUoii Is 
h^ow 30 p«r e » t svm after 12 hoars« ^ i^sse flMiiigs 
coiifIra th» rswalts ohtslnod by Lo^ sthsr ( 78 ) i ^ hss 
showB thtt " ®Oia@ mess are fast g&vmUxmtsspm aad others 
alow gsrsdofttars "*• 
stiidlea m the em^iiied affsst of rslatlira 
humidity audi teaparetitro s^ iow that th« hi^iest gfismiiiatio 
takaa place at 100 par cant relative humidity at 3Q^ C» A 
ralativs hissiditiaa otli^r than 100 p&r eant ( i,s», 93|94 
ai^ 90 pQV oant ) and at 15® and 40^0, thsre is no ^/m^ 
Ivan at temparitiirest optimm for gsroinatioa ( i»a«i 2S? 
aO**C ) tha garaJUaatiCHi at 30 per cent raXativa hiseidi^ I 
s«ro« However, at 30^ 0 and at 94 p«p oant reXativo 
huaidity tho saradnation i s 21 per etnt in AXigazh eoillw 
only and in the remaining coUactiwis th® gtniQitioa i t 
alsioat nagligihla ( Tablaa 4 and S )« 
Stud las with eoatroll«d t«^MB t^iirs in ^as 
housa aa w^ll as taats aada in th«i flalA laAioata that 
higlMst infacti<m takes plaea o-t t^sparuturts wMoh 
aoat favourattla for gan^nation ot (^ |r-'^ "' -«<»4 
vary wall illuatratad in tabl» 
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72 per cent plants develop smut whips at 25° and 30®C 
reapecttvely. Even if the setts are kept for 36 hours, 
after Inocxilation, the severity of the disease is quite 
high as about 50 per cent clumps develop whips. Obviously 
this is due to the high percentage of germination and 
speed of germination of chlamydospores at 25° and 30°C» 
Studies concerning the role of temperature 
and relative humidity in initiating infection, indicate 
that highest infection takes place at 100 per cent 
relative humidity at 25° and 30°C. Eight hours exposure 
at these temperatures and relative humidity is more 
conducive to infection than 24 hours at temperatures 
other than optimum. At 26° and 30°C the percentage of 
clumps infected at 98 per cent relative humidity is 
higher ( 65 per cent ) than at 100 per cent relative humid 
at 16°C ( 9 per cent ) ; at 20°C ( 47 per cent). Field 
studies also show that highest infection takes place in 
plants sown in September, November and March when the 
temperature ccaiditions are favourable for germination, 
thereby confirming the findings of Kulkami ( 73 ) who has 
shOHH that the temperature is a limiting factor for the 
jKPftvalence of Sphacelotheca sorghi in the Gangs tic plains 
of India, 
T«Eiperatures of 25° and 30°C and 100 per cent 
relative humidity are ideal for germination of chlaigydospo: 
no 
and tlMi:*el3!3r enable th^fungua to grow and spread in tha hoat» 
Thla nay partly explain ks to wljy, in order to aehiava 
optiaua infection, the s e t t * are exposed to varying perieda 
in different States* These r e W t e confirm the findings of 
Faris ( 37 } who has shown that IK^ection of Uat^ago hardii 
i s acare in plants that are kept ccawtantly at t«ip«ratures 
iiMeh are highly o^^iduciye for the de^^Aopment of the 
disease* These resul t s also indicate tn^ t re la t ive tsoddity 
plays « injncr rol-^ In infection , and tealp®^®*"^ ® appears tO 
be a decisive factor for the ext»bllshEienV« and subsequent 
di velopment of the fundus In the host, Timh taken for 
the (1 velop ent of the i*dp i s leas t at a t«^peJ^ature 
optimcim for infection. This may pertly explef^n • • *® **V 
la t e October flush is niore coaraon in Bihar elnd May-Jime 
flush in *^ttar Praiesh, where favourable tern P&j%ft^ 
conditiona ©Kiat during t tese months* "^  
Aligarh, Punjab,,Poena, Bengal ar^ d Bx}^^ 
collections germinate at a wide range of pH <^  S^^Q . 
whereas Coiabatore aiKl C^cidalore collectlor • t n „ 
rchge ( 2-6 ) . Highaet germination takes t^* la A-,. 
Poona and Bent al at nH 4 tt-hile in '"unja ^'larj ' 
Coimbatote and Cuddalore at pH 3 . The r a t ^^f^^ 
at different hydrog^en-lon concentration^ * f^i*«n 
The pmcentii'fi eercalnation in Ali erh &^'>n | * _ 
*^$$2 Aft 
69 after 2,6 and 12 hoiD:>s respectively^* ^ 7 ju 
percentage germination i s 5,63 and 6? *^« ^opj,^ 
period* Similar dil*fer®nces are alsc *^» ^thm*. 
Ill 
oolleotions. 
Studies en the viability of chlwaydospores 
indicate that it is profoundly influenced by temperature 
„nd relative humidity diiring storage* At 40^C ths apores 
become non-viable within 15 daysj whereas at 0*^ 0 they rema 
viable for 135 to 150 days. At extreme relative humidities 
viz«y 0 and 20 per cent ; 98 and 100 per cent the germinab 
of the spores is lost within a few dsysi whereas at 
intermediate relative humidities viz*, 50 and 70 per cent 
spores remain viable for longer duration < 120 days at 
50 end 70 per cent relative hftmidities,and 60 days at 0 pea 
cent relative hlunidity )• Tapke ( 121 ) has also obtained 
similar results* 
CJhlamydospores covaEd with black paper remain 
viable for approximately 20 days and those exposed to 
direct sunlight for approximectely 15 days, thus confirming 
the findings <tf Hwang ( 58 ) in cereal rusts 
Addition of benzaldehyde, butyric acid and acetoni neither 
brings about increase in the germination of freshly collei 
chlaiB^dospores nor reviiie one year old ^ores which have 
apparently bec(»ie non«viable. 
Studies on the effect of different carbon sour< 
on germination of chlamydospores shov; that different 
collections respond differently to these carbon sources* 
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Qalftctose favours the germination of Allgarh az^ CoimCBtorf 
collections, as the germination is SO end 59 per cent 
respectively* On. the oth«p hand, only 21 and 29 per cent 
ehlamydospores of Cuddalore and Pim«}ab collections could 
germinate in g£LLactose. In mannitol, the germination of 
Coimbatore and Aligarh collections is 26 and 28 per cent 
respectively, irtitile for remaining collections the geradnati 
ranges between 40 an 75 per cent. The presence of carbon 
sources also influences the type of gerndnation. In media 
where the germination is high ( glucose, arabinoae, xylose, 
sucrose and rhawiose ) typical epibasidiura, bearing four 
spdfidia is produced. Gki the other hand, in media vdiich do 
not f^avet geziuLnation, the epibasidium bears mycelial 
branches in place of sporidia. 
Studies on the effect of different malia on groi 
show that fflonosporidial lines of different collections 
differ from one another when they are grown on different 
media. These lines are able to liquefy gelatin and produce 
indole. Time taken by different lines to liquefy gelatin 
varies. U.P. and Pun^b lines require 2 days," iliereas 
Cuddalore and Coimbatore 7 doya for complete liquefaction 
of gelatin. None of these lines tested produced alkali. 
From the foregoing, it can be concluded briefly 
that different collections exhibit differences with 
respect to temperature, relative humidity, carbon sources 
hydrogen*ion conciantrations and storage at various temperatu 
and relative humidities. SOEM of these criteria have been 
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used 1|5 dlst ingushing races by Lowther ( 78 ) , T^rler (l22 
FlBCh^i and Hal ton ( 41 ) and Wu ( 138) • In the 
absence of evidence basel on the pathogenicity, these 
f indings can be of some p r a c t i a l importance in 
dls t ingushing the raccn of Ustilago scitamjLnea Syd, 
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•SSSSBBSBauL 
1, The liaits within which the ehlainydospcnres of differen 
collections gez^ sainate is 15^ to 40*^ 01 the optiaon 
germination being between 25® and 30®C, Aligarh, Punja 
and Bihar are fast germinfitorsiCoimbatore ai»3 Cuddalor 
slow germinators and the remaining medifl gerainators* 
2# Highest germination takes place at 30®C and at 100 
per cent relativeh hiimidlty. Even at ICX) per cent 
relative humidity the percentage germination of the so 
called fast germinators is slow at 15° and 40**C. 
3, Different collections exhibit differences in the 
germinability in different carbon soorces. In glucose, 
y arabinose, xulose, sorbose and sucrose the geraiinatlon 
h i ^ v/hile in fructose and mamiose it is poor. 
4« Aligarh , Punjab, Bihar, Bengal and Poona collections 
germinate at a range of i^ from 2 to 10. On the other 
hand, Coimbatore and Cuddalore gemdnate at jM 2-6. Th 
highest germination in the Aligarh group takes place a 
pH 4 and in Coimbatore group at pH 3. 
5. At 0,20,98 and 100 per cent relative humidities, the 
gerrainobility is lost within a few days w*i€reas at 
i termediate relative humiait|:es of 50 and 70 per cen 
spores remain viable for longer duration. At 0®C, the 
spores remain viable for 135 days whilo at 40®C for 16 
days. 
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6. The addition of benzaldehyde, butyric acid and acetone 
does not bring about the increase in the germination of 
spores, 
?• Sxposure to sunlight reduc s tte longevity of tlie spore 
8. Highest infection occurs at 25® and 30**C, thete 
temperatures which are most favourable for germination 
of the chlal^ydospo^es, In field test also, highest 
infection takes place during September, November and 
March plantings. 
9« Temperatures of 25® and 30®C and 1(X) per cent relative 
humidity are most conducive to infection, 
10#Majority of the varieties tested are susceptible. Only 
Cos 514 fu^ Co 617 exhibit a certain amount of resistani 
11.All the lines tested liquefy the gelatin. Differences 
in the time taken by different lines in liquefying gela^  
are appreciable. They also produce indole. None of thes* 
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( l epr in t of the paper read a t the 5rd Aimual Conference 
of the Su^rcane Research and Development Workers Cord?* 
of India, 1957. To be published in the proceedings of 
the saise. ) 
* She proof of the paper has been returned to the press 
after neceBsazy corrections* 
imhimmsi STUDIES ON THE PHYSIOIO&T OP MDBDSK)RIDIAL 
LINES OF UariLAGO SCITAKJSBA Syd. 
S.K. Saxena and i b r a r M. Khan* 
IHTBODUOTIOg 
There e a l s t s an Immense amoimt of information sca t te red 
t h r o u ^ o u t the l i t e r a t u r e about the ef fect of carbon sources on 
the growth of filamentous fungi and y e a s t s , (5,7) but s tudies on 
carbon u t i l i z a t i o n by smut fungi i s veiy l i t t l e . I t i s true more 
so f a r UstilagQ S p i t amine a % d . I t appears from fawce t t ' s report 
(2) tha t he used only three sources of carbon i n h i s s tud ies and he 
did not use monosporidial l i n e s . I t was, the re fo re , considered 
des i rab le to study the ef fec t of carbon sources on monosporidial 
l i n e s r a t h e r on a mixture of spor id ia a r i s i n g from di f ferent c e l l s 
of tli» proEycelium and from di f ferent chlamy do spores . The work 
on the effect of d i f fe ren t carbon and ni t rogen sources in l iqu id 
medium i s a lso i n progress . 
I t was also considered des i rable t o study o ther physiolo-
g i ca l charac ters which may enable to d i f f e r e n t i a t e the different 
s p o r i d i a l l i n e s froEi each o the r . This type of work has been carried 
out by Stakman e t . a l . (6) a t the Univers i ty of Minnesota. 
BXPERIKBHTAI, PROCEDURE MB RESUHPS 
Hethod 
Chlamy do spores from co l l ec t ions of sugarcane smut from Luckn 
and Bulandshahr were germinated on potato-dextrose agar s i za r s on ro 
coverglaBS inver ted over Van-Tieghen c e l l contained i n a pe t r id i sh , 
having moist f i l t e r papers both in the bottom and inner side of the 
* Botany Department, Muslim Univers i ty , Al igarh . 
2 
l i d of the plate» In order to ensure good germination. From the 
c lasBica l fou r -ce l l promycelium spor id ia were produced Kftiich were 
l a t e r i s o l a t e d by means of modified type of mioroxnanipulator as 
described by Eanna {3} and Dickinson ( 1 ) and were t ransfer red t 
agar p la tes* fhese monosporidial cu l tu res have been nasaed i n the 
s tud ies on the b a s i s of the l o c a l i t y from which the col lec t ion of 
the (^laoy do spore was Biade and the pos i t ion of the sporidia i n t b 
promyceliiim. For ezasiple IA1 meant t ha t chali^dospore was obtaini 
from Lucknow and the pos i t ion of the spor idia was a p i c a l , on the 
o the r hand, IA4 indica ted tha t the co l l ec t ion of the cWLauydoepor 
was from the same l o c a l i t y but the pos i t ion of the sporidia was 
basal* 
Effect of Carbon Sources on the Growth of yionoeporidial 
Iiines 
Bight monosporidial l i n e s were se lected i n order to study 
the effect of d i f fe ren t carbon Bo\ir<»s v i z . dext rose , f ructose, 
sucrose, l a c t o s e , r a f f inose , rhamnose and mannose* I t i s c lear 
from Tables (1-7) tha t dext rose , sucrose, raff inose and lactose a 
good sources of carbon for a l l the eight l i n e s of U. scitaminea. 
a s i n a l l these four sugars su f f i c i en t ly b ig colonies are produce 
Ifennose does not support growth at a l l of a l l the e ight l ines* 
Similar ly no growth i s obtained on fructose containing medium, ea: 
cept ing for LA4. Rhamnose a l so does not support growth of IA2, 
LA3, 1B1, I«B2, BA1 and BA2. IA1 and M4 do grow, t ha t too very 
poor ly . 
The r a t e of growth of monosporidial l i n e s also d i f fe rs ap 
r e c i a b l y . These d i f ferences are p l^s io log ic i n character as thei 
does not e x i s t any marked difference in between the three r e p l i -
ca tes used. These differences are more pronoimced i f we compare 
the s ize of colony of M 2 , lAl and XA3 a f t e r 168 hours of growth 
on dextrose containing medium. 
Alkali Production 
Stakman e t . a l , (6) has reported ttiat different l inee of Ustj 
lago zea differ from one another in a lka l i production. The e i ^ t 
l i nes refer to above were tested for a lkal i production. The l ines 
were grown on gaight acidic P,D*A., to which was added a few drops 
of Bromo-cresol purple indicator . Mone of these l ines bring about s 
Ciiange in colour from yellow to purple thereby indicating that they 
do not produce a l k a l i , atakman (6) on the other hand, reported that 
l ines of |[stilaflO zea he used gave positive t e s t for alkal i productl 
During the cotirse of t h i s eatperiment a mutant developed in BA2 which 
i s now named as BA2-1 ( f ig . 1 ) . This mutant differs from i t s parent 
that i t brings a change in colour thereby indicating a positive alka 
production t e s t . 
Indole Test 
I t has been reported that different s t rains of bacteria (4) 
could be differentiuated on the basis of the production of Indole, a 
metabolic end product. £{takman (6) tested the monosporidial l ines 
**^  PstilagQ zea and found that none of hie l ines gave positive t e s t ; 
All the l ines of U. scitaminea tes ted by the authors gave positive 
Kovac's t e s t (4) ( f ig . 2 ) . 
Idquefaction of Gelatin 
The cultxire tubes containing i29i gelatin were inoculated wit 
the l ines of P . scitaminea and were incubated at room temperature. 
The ent i re gelat in of inoculated tubes beoazoe liquefied on the other 
hand, the gelat in of the unino<»ilated tubes remained as such. Both 
the inoculated and controls were transferred to a low teisperature ca 
net running at 9 ^ and viscosity changes were observed. I t was foxm 
that the inoculated tubes remained as such, thus indicating that a l l 
the e i ^ t l ines of V, scitaminea t r i e d are capable of bringing about 
the change in the viscosity of the gelat in . 
guamaiy and conclusion 
I t i s ev ident , from the foregoing, tliat the eight monospoi 
d i a l l i n e s t e s t ed hj the au thors , d i f f e r from on© another in the i r 
carhon requirements. Dextroee, sucrose , raffinoee and lac tose 
support good gtovth for a l l the l i n e s while fructo£«, rhaamose and 
mannoso are poor carbon sourcee, Xl l the e ight l i n e s are c a j o l e 
of l iquefying ge la t in and give pos i t ive Indole t e s t and negative a 
k a l i t e s t — MMwjiitHgg e x ^ p t i n g BA2-1, a mutant out of Bulandshahr 
c o l l e c t i o n . 
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urJiNOc INOC 
WXg, 2 Produetion of luiola as ixyiloated Iby r lni fomatieit.. 
Iriift contit>l ( XTninooolatad tub* ) Rl^i>- Ino«ilat«d tube. 
fhe rat© of growth of eigjit monoBporidial l i n e s of 1?Btila«a eeitaglj 
i n am* on semi-solid Eoedium containing Dextrose as cannon source ant 
incubated a t 30®C.* 
Itineo/HouTB 
M l 
XA2 
U3 
IA4 
LSI 
LB2 
BA1 
M 2 
24 
uo 
1.0 
1.0 
1,0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
96 
5.0 
1.5 
6,1 
5.5 
3.3 
6.6 
3.5 
5.5 
168 
14.0 
5.0 
14.3 
9.0 
5.5 
12.3 
12.0 
8.1 
240 
18.1 
10.0 
20.6 
18.0 
12.0 
19.0 
16.0 
14.1 
312 
22.1 
18.3 
23.3 
22.0 
16.5 
24.5 
21.0 
20.1 
360 
27.5 
21,0 
25.3 
25.0 
18.0 
27.1 
22.0 
22.0 
• Based on mean of three r e p l i c a t e s . 
arable 2 , 
The r a t e of growth, of eight monosporidial l i n e s of Usti lago BcitwBaix 
Syd* i n mm* on semi-sol id medium containing Fructose ae carhon sourc 
and incubated a t 50*^0.• 
I»ine^Hour© 
M l 
Li2 
M2; 
lAA 
LB1 
LB2 
Bill 
BA2 
24 
# • • 
• • • 
• • • 
1.0 
• • • 
* • • 
• • • 
• • • 
96 
• « 
* 
• 1 
2, 
* 1 
• < 
• 1 
• < 
1 • 
• • 
> • 
.0 
> • 
• • 
> • 
1 • 
168 
• I 
• 4 
• 4 
3. 
• i 
• < 
• < 
• 4 
t • 
> • 
t • 
.0 
> • 
t • 
1 • 
• 
240 
• • • 
• • • 
• • « 
4.0 
. . . 
• • • 
• • • 
• • . 
312 
• < 
• 1 
• 1 
5-
• < 
• 
• < 
• 1 
t • 
1 • 
> • 
.0 
> • 
> • 
t • 
t • 
360 
• 1 
• 1 
• < 
5 
• i 
» 
• i 
»1 
> • 
> . 
1 • 
.5 
1 • 
» * 
> * 
> * 
• Based on mean of th ree r e p l i c a t e s . 
Table 3 . 
The r a t e of growth of e ight monosporidial l i n e s of Pstllaflo scltamj 
£^d. i n mm, on semi-solid medium containing Suorose as Carbon soure 
and incubated a t 30°C.* 
JiineVHours 
Ml 
M 2 
U3 
LA4 
LB1 
LB2 
BAI 
BA2 
24 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
t.o 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
96 
4.5 
4.0 
5.0 
5*0 
4.0 
8.0 
5.0 
5.0 
168 
9.0 
9.6 
10.5 
10.5 
10.5 
16.1 
8.0 
7.5 
240 
14.5 
16.1 
16.0 
18.0 
16.0 
20.0 
16,0 
15.8 
512 
25.1 
21.5 
22.0 
22.0 
19.0 
26.0 
21.0 
21.* 
560 
28.0 
25.0 
26.0 
26.6 
19.5 
50.0 
24.0 
24.6 
• Based on mean of three r e p l i c a t e s . 
Table 4» 
The r a t e of grovth of eiglit monoeporidial l i n e s of IJetilaff? soitam: 
Syd* i n mm* on &esd~eolld nediiim containing Raffinose as carbon 8o\ 
and inciibated a t 50®C.* 
Itijiea/EowcB 
LAI 
M 2 
M3 
M 4 
M l 
132 
BAl 
BA2 
24 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1,0 
96 
5.5 
6.0 
2,5 
4.5 
6.0 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0 
168 
7.5 
10.1 
4.0 
6.0 
10.0 
7.0 
8.0 
7.1 
240 
10.0 
19.1 
8.0 
12.0 
16.0 
. . . . 
14.1 
14.1 
512 
15.1 
24. 
16.1 
16.5 
20.1 
. . . . 
18.1 
19.0 
560 
18.0 
25.0 
19.1 
16.1 
22.1 
• • . . 
20.1 
21.0 
• Based on mean of t h ree r e p l i c a t e s . 
Tabl» 5, 
The rat© of growth of e i ^ t jaonoeporidial l i n e s of Pstila/ap Bcitaxaj] 
. ^ d . i n cm. on semi ' so l id BedUPdiL containing Lactose a s carbon 8ourc« 
and incubated at 50°C. * 
i inee/Hours 
L&1 
IiA2 
M 3 
LA4 
LBI 
LB2 
BAl 
BA2 
24 
1 .0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
96 
1.5 
3.5 
5.0 
5.1 
2#0 
5.0 
2.0 
2.0 
168 
4.5 
7.0 
6.0 
7.5 
7.0 
9.0 
6.0 
5.5 
240 
9.0 
9.0 
11.1 
12.5 
9.0 
11.0 
12.0 
10.0 
512 
15.5 
14.0 
17.1 
19.1 
15.2 
16.5 
15.0 
15.5 
560 
16.0 
16.1 
20.1 
22.1 
15.0 
18.0 
17.0 
16.5 
• Based on mean of th ree r e p l i c a t e s . 
Table 6 . 
Rate of growth of e ight monosporidial l i n e s of gstil,aflo ecitaaainea 
iSyd* in ma, on semi-Bolid medium containing RhaimoEe ae carbon soui 
and incubated a t 3 0 ^ . * 
l i n e s/Hours 24 96 168 240 312 360 
LAI 
1A2 
UL3 
1A4 
LB1 
IiB2 
BA1 
BA2 
0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.1 
0 
2.1 
10 
* Based on laean of th ree r e p l i c a t e s . 
I'able 7 . 
Rate of growth of e ight monosporidial l i n e s of TJs t i l a^ scitacdaea 
Syd» in mm. on semi-so?-id EcdiUE. containing Jfennose as carbon eource 
and incubated a t 30°C.* 
LlneE/HoiiTB 24 96 168 240 312 560 
LAI •«•• ••••« •So f^rovth* . • • • . • • . . . * . . • • 
'LA.2 Mo growth. 
LA3 No growth, 
M4 No gro^rth. 
LB1 No g rowth . 
1B2 Ho grovr th . 
BA1 CO 0.5 0.5 
BA2 CO 0.5 0.5 
* Based on mean oj: three r e p l i c a t e s . 
